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PREEMPTION OF FINANCIAL SERVICES STUDY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report regarding the study of how federal preemption affects the financial services industry in Texas
was mandated by House Bill 955 ("HB 955"), as passed by the Texas Legislature in 2005. HB 955
requires a joint effort by the Finance Commission of Texas and the Credit Union Commission of Texas to
review state and federal laws regarding financial institutions, determine how preemption affects those
laws, and report the findings to the legislature, including recommendations. This study discusses the
basics of federal preemption, the role of parity, recent legal decisions involving preempted state laws
governing the operating subsidiaries of national banks, and items for further consideration by the
legislature to address the effects of federal preemption.
WHAT IS FEDERAL PREEMPTION?
In our federal system, the national government and those of the fifty states have inherent authority to
exercise jurisdiction over many of the same fields of law. This concurrent jurisdictional scheme produces
situations where state and federal law can conflict, especially in the financial services arena. To resolve
these conflicts, the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution has been the primary argument set
forth by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC") as the basis for its actions. In general,
Congress has the authority to preempt state law to whatever extent it believes necessary to achieve its
purposes, and thus, congressional intent at the time of a federal statute's passage is the determining factor
in deciding whether a state statute is preempted by federal law.
All types of preemption are prevalent in the financial services industry. Two of the most sweeping federal
preemption statutes related to lending are the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control
Act of 1980 ("DIDMCA") and the Alternative Mortgage Transactions Parity Act of 1982 ("AMTPA").
The frustration of the courts in dealing with complex preemption questions, often involving implicit and
ambiguously stated congressional intentions, led the courts to begin relying on the expertise of federal
agencies, a decision that in hindsight has greatly infringed on the states' powers to enact laws affecting
their citizens and to have impact within their geographical boundaries. The deference afforded the
preemption positions taken by federal agencies continues to restrict state power to this day.
PARITY
The concept of competitive parity has its origins in the National Bank Act itself, which explicitly provides
that national banks must look to home state law in areas such as usury, trust powers, and, as added by the
1920s McFadden Act, intrastate branching. These provisions were originally designed to ensure that
national banks would have competitive parity with home-state state banks in an intrastate banking
framework.
Banking expanded to become an increasingly multi-state business after the 1960s, as the development of
multi-state credit cards and interstate offers of consumer credit signaled the development of a banking
(now financial services) marketplace that is truly national in scope. The advantages of federal preemption
became more apparent as multi-state banks struggled to comply with a complex and sometimes
contradictory matrix of state laws. A trend developed among the larger banks of converting to a federal
charter, leading the states to begin attempts to ensure competitive parity. Today, every state has a socalled "parity statute" on its books that, to a greater or lesser degree, attempts to permit state banks to
ignore restrictive state laws that national banks are free to ignore as a result of preemption.
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Texas Finance Code § 93.008 provides parity between state-chartered thrifts and state-chartered banks,
and parity between state-chartered thrifts and federal thrifts and national banks. In addition, Finance Code
§ 93.008(b) provides a "super-parity" provision for state-chartered thrifts which mirrors the "super-parity"
provision of Finance Code § 32.010 applicable to state-chartered banks. Texas Finance Code § 123.003
provides parity by enlarging the powers of a state-chartered credit union so that a Texas credit union can
"engage in any activity in which it could engage, exercise any power it could exercise, or make any loan
or investment it could make, if it were operating as a federal credit union."
OPERATING SUBSIDIARIES OF NATIONAL BANKS AND FEDERAL THRIFTS
Nondepository lenders play a vital role in the financial services industry. Nondepository lenders are
creatures of state law, and thus, rely heavily on state law to operate. A subset of these nondepository
lenders consists of the operating subsidiaries of national banks and of federal thrifts.
Traditionally, operating subsidiaries of federal depository institutions have been licensed by the states to
conduct certain financial activities. However, a recent trend has emerged where, on the basis of claimed
federal preemption, operating subsidiaries have relinquished their state licenses, arguing that they can
conduct the same financial activities as their parent institutions without needing to meet state licensing
requirements.
The leading case on federal preemption regarding the operating subsidiaries of national banks is
Wachovia Bank, N.A. v. Watters, 431 F.3d 556 (6th Cir. 2005). In Watters, the Sixth Circuit was faced
with the issue of whether the National Bank Act, 12 U.S.C. § 21, et seq., and the OCC's regulations
preempted state banking laws regarding the operating subsidiaries of national banks. The Sixth Circuit
Court upheld the OCC's interpretation of its regulations, and Wachovia Mortgage was free to engage in
first and secondary mortgage lending in Michigan and was not required to maintain state registration or
comply with the preempted Michigan regulations. However, the U.S. Supreme Court recently granted
certiorari in the Watters case, which could change the legal landscape in this area.
Although the Watters line of cases has for the time being expanded preemption with regard to operating
subsidiaries for those jurisdictions, the Fifth Circuit, which includes Texas, has not yet ruled on this issue.
Federal preemption concerning operating subsidiaries is not a well-settled area of law. The purpose of
Congress is the ultimate factor in determining whether state law is preempted. The congressional intent is
strikingly silent in the Watters line of cases. One of the main arguments presented against preemption in
the area of operating subsidiaries is that the preemption rulings are a violation of the Tenth Amendment.
ITEMS FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION
The efforts of the 79th Texas Legislature in the passage of HB 955 were directed at balancing interests in
light of preemption concerns. Those efforts successfully identified and addressed several provisions of
law that were related to issues of disparate impact as compared to other states or due to preemption. After
review and consideration of the prior legislative action and the current status of Texas law governing
financial institutions, the Finance Commission of Texas and the Credit Union Commission of Texas have
identified the following sections of law as being ripe for further study and consideration by the Texas
Legislature:
• Texas Property Code, § 73.003;
• Texas Business and Commerce Code, §§ 4.112, 4.406(b), 26.02(g), and 35.61; and
• Texas Finance Code, § 34.203, § 123.003, and Chapters 305 and 349.
These sections of law merely identify the specific legal provisions that appear to be preempted by federal
action. This report does not make a recommendation as to the action that the Texas Legislature should
take regarding these provisions. In some cases, the legislature may choose to simply repeal the section. In
others, the legislature may choose to retain the specific provision because it provides sound public policy
and may later be reinvigorated through federal administrative action or litigation.
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PREEMPTION OF FINANCIAL SERVICES STUDY
PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Section 7.03 of House Bill 955 ("HB 955") mandates a joint study by the Finance Commission
of Texas and the Credit Union Commission of Texas ("commissions") regarding state laws
"related to financial institutions" that are or may be federally preempted.1 Specifically:
SECTION 7.03. Not later than December 31, 2006, the Finance Commission
of Texas and the Credit Union Commission shall:
(1) compare state laws related to financial institutions with applicable federal
laws;
(2) determine which state laws may be preempted by federal law, rule, or
order;
(3) determine which state laws may be invalidated by state or federal court
ruling; and
(4) report their findings to the legislature, with recommended statutory
changes.2
Burt Solomons, Chair of the House Financial Institutions Committee and author of HB 955, has
clarified the intent of this preemption study in a letter dated March 21, 2006, to the commissions,
which is attached in its entirety as Exhibit A. As stated by Chairman Solomons in that letter, the
purpose of this study is to provide "a good basic discussion of the types of federal preemption
and the process of preemption. Further, the study should reference the particular state laws
expressly preempted or otherwise are widely understood and accepted to be preempted. I realize
that this study mandate could be perceived quite broadly; however, that was not my intent."3
Chairman Solomons also explained that the preemption study has the purpose of "furthering the
modernization of the Finance Code" and allowing the legislature "to continue the 'clean up' of
out-of-date or obsolete provisions of the Code."4
In light of the intent of the study as outlined by Chairman Solomons and in fulfillment of the
mandate above, this document contains a general discussion of preemption as it pertains to

1
2

HB 955, 79th Leg., § 7.03 (2005).
Id.

3

Burt Solomons, Preemption Study Letter of Intent to Credit Union Commission and
Finance Commission, p. 1 (Mar. 21, 2006).
4

Id. at 2.
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financial institutions and the commissions' findings regarding state laws for financial institutions
that are widely understood to be preempted.
The Nature of Texas Financial Institutions
The importance of federal preemption is demonstrated by the following chart, which portrays the
distribution of assets among banking, thrift, and credit union institutions in Texas as of
December, 2005.5 Over three-fourths (78%) of the financial institution assets in Texas are
maintained in federal financial institutions and in out-of-state, state-chartered institutions, which
can claim the benefits of federal preemption. The remaining balance of 22% is contained in
Texas state-chartered banks, thrifts, and credit unions. Thus, with a super-majority of financial
assets being controlled by entities that can potentially claim preemption, the very nature of Texas
financial institutions reveals the significance of federal preemption in the State of Texas.

Assets of Federally-Insured Financial Institutions
Operating in Texas
Texas State-Chartered:
Banks $76.7 Billion 16%
Savings Institutions
$8.7 Billion -Institutions
2%
Texas State-Chartered
Credit
Unions
Banks $76.7
Billion
- 16%$17.6
Billion
Savings Institutions
$8.7 Billion - 2%
Credit Unions $17.64%
Billion - 4%

Out-of-State Institutions (State and Federal)
Banks $180.9 Billion - 38%
Savings Institutions $9.8 Billion - 2%
Credit Unions (Information not available)
Out-of-State, State and
Federally-Chartered
Banks and Savings
Institutions
$190.7 Billion
40%

22%

40%

38%
Assets of All
Institutions:
$476.2 Billion

Texas FederallyChartered Banks,
Savings Institutions and
Texas Federally-Chartered
Institutions
Credit Unions
Banks $96.5 Billion - 20%
$182.5 Billion
Savings Institutions $55.8 Billion - 12%
38%
Credit Unions $30.2 Billion - 6%

5

Sources: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, National Credit Union Administration,
and Texas Credit Union Department. Produced By: Texas Department of Banking. Asset
information for in-state banks, savings institutions and credit unions is as of 12-31-05. For outof-state institutions, asset figures are represented as deposit totals as of 6-30-05. Share
information for the 13 out-of-state credit unions operating in Texas was not available.
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SECTION I: WHAT IS FEDERAL PREEMPTION?
The Big Picture
In our federal system, the national government and those of the fifty states have inherent
authority to exercise jurisdiction over many of the same fields of law. This concurrent
jurisdictional scheme produces situations where state and federal law can conflict. To resolve
these conflicts, the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution has been the primary
argument set forth by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC") as the basis for its
actions. The Supremacy Clause declares federal law to be "the supreme Law of the Land,"
superseding all inconsistent state legislation.6 In general, Congress has the authority to preempt
state law to whatever extent it believes necessary to achieve its purposes, and thus, congressional
intent at the time of a federal statute's passage is the determining factor in deciding whether a
state statute is preempted by federal law.
However, balanced against the Supremacy Clause is the Tenth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, also known as the "States Rights' Amendment."7 While almost all of the legal
battles by the states against preemptive efforts of the OCC have focused on the argument that
those preemptions have not been specifically provided in congressional acts, recently, the Tenth
Amendment has taken the lead among the arguments presented by the states.8
In the numerous cases brought by the states against preemption opinions and rules, the
congressional intent to preempt state law has been recognized by the courts in certain ways.
Express preemption is found when Congress specifically states an intention to supplant state law
with federal legislation. Implied preemption, on the other hand, exists where Congress has not
expressly stated the intent to preempt state statutes, but preemption is found to be necessary
based on the language of the statute. Implied preemption can be found even though Congress'
intent to preempt is only "implicitly contained in [a statute's] structure and purpose."9

6

U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2, known as the Supremacy Clause, states:
This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in
Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the
Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the
Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or
Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.

7

U.S. CONST. amend. X states:
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited
by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.

8

See, e.g., Petition for Writ of Certiorari, Watters v. Wachovia Bank, N.A., 2006 WL
1068854, at *26 (U.S. No. 05-1342) (Apr. 18, 2006); see also discussion infra under Section
VIII, "Operating Subsidiaries."
9

Fid. Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. de la Cuesta, 458 U.S. 141, 153 (1982) (quoting Jones v.
Rath Packing Co., 430 U.S. 519, 525 (1977)).
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Finally, implied preemption comes in two forms: field preemption and conflict preemption.
"Generally, the preemption analysis begins with a presumption against preemption. However,
where a state seeks to regulate a particular area of the law that has had a significant federal
presence, the presumption against preemption is not triggered. Banking regulation is just such an
area . . . ."10 "When federal law preempts a field, it does not leave room for the states to
supplement it."11 Conflict preemption, on the other hand, arises if a state law conflicts with the
federal law to such an extent that congressional intent in enacting the federal statute would be
frustrated if the state law was permitted to stand. These simple statements, however, utterly fail
to capture the complexity of modern preemption analysis, especially in the context of regulation
of financial services.
The frustration of the courts in dealing with complex preemption questions, often involving
implicit and ambiguously stated congressional intentions, led the courts to begin relying on the
expertise of federal agencies, a decision that in hindsight has greatly infringed on the states'
powers to enact laws affecting their citizens and to have impact within their geographical
boundaries. The deference afforded the preemption positions taken by federal agencies continues
to restrict state power to this day.
The Process of Preemption
Definitive rulings on preemption are determined by a court. A preemption challenge may be
placed in front of a court in several different ways.
Preemption challenges in the financial services area generally take the form of a nationallychartered bank, a federally-chartered thrift or a federally-chartered credit union ("federal
financial institution"), objecting to the application of a state law or regulation to the lender's
business practices. The federal financial institution may sue the state, enjoining the state from
enforcing the provision, or the state may sue the federal financial institution for failure to
comply. Hence, either party can institute legal proceedings to force the ultimate question before a
court: must the federal financial institution comply with the state law or regulation enacted in the
state where the federal financial institution operates? Because of the origin of the charter, the
case then proceeds immediately to the federal court system.
All preemption challenges recently have involved national banks or federal thrifts, or their
operating subsidiaries. In some of these cases, the national bank or federal thrift has asked the
federal regulator for a determination that a certain state law or regulation does not apply and is
preempted. The federal regulator has then supported the federal financial institution in its judicial
challenge of the provision if the state continues to assert the provision's applicability to the
institution.

10

Silvas v. E*Trade Mortgage Corp., 421 F. Supp. 2d 1315, 1318 (S.D. Cal. 2006) (internal
citation omitted).
11

Id. at 1319 (citations omitted).
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Some examples of preemption challenges may be instructive here:
•

A consequence of state legislation. In this case, the state passes a law that prohibits a
certain financial activity. A federal financial institution could then file suit, claiming that
the new state provision is preempted by federal law (i.e., the National Bank Act, the
Home Owners' Loan Act, or the Federal Credit Union Act) and does not apply to any
business activity of the federal financial institution.

•

A regulator threatens action. Suppose that a state-chartered operating subsidiary of a
federal financial institution decides to relinquish its state license, but not its state charter,
claiming that the state's licensing requirements are preempted by federal law. Then, the
state regulator threatens to take action against the subsidiary for unlicensed activity. The
subsidiary could respond by filing suit in court to seek a declaratory judgment stating that
the state's licensing laws are federally preempted, and that the operating subsidiary does
not need to comply with the state law.

•

A consequence of federal rulemaking. Another potential scenario involves the question of
preemption arising due to federal agency rulemaking (as described in more detail in the
following section). Suppose that the OCC promulgates and adopts a rule that preempts
state regulations regarding certain financial activities. In this situation, a state regulatory
agency or a federal financial institution affected by the OCC rule could seek a preemption
determination in court.

While these simplified examples are by no means all of the ways that preemption questions can
arise in the financial services industry, they do provide some basic situations to illustrate the
manner in which preemption challenges appear and are resolved.
Preemption by Federal Agency Regulations
Although the Supremacy Clause refers only to the "Constitution, and the Laws of the United
States . . . and all Treaties made," the Supreme Court has held that "a federal agency acting
within the scope of its congressionally delegated authority may pre-empt state regulation."12 In
fact, a federal agency with statutory authority to preempt state or local laws may go so far as to
preempt all state regulations within the "area" over which the federal agency has been granted
statutory authority.13 In these circumstances, courts will conduct an intent analysis, not looking
to the intent of Congress to preempt state law in a particular area, but rather to the extent to
which Congress intended to grant the federal agency the legal authority to preempt all existing
state law applicable to the federal financial institution.14

12

La. Pub. Serv. Comm'n v. FCC, 476 U.S. 355, 369 (1986) (citations omitted).

13

City of New York v. FCC, 486 U.S. 57, 64 (1988) ("[I]n proper circumstances the agency
may determine that its authority is exclusive and pre-empts any state efforts to regulate in the
[agency's] area" (citing de la Cuesta, 458 U.S. at 152-54)).
14

Id.
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This delegation of authority from Congress to the relevant federal agency is given great
deference by the courts. In Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resource Defense Council, Inc.,15
the Supreme Court held that agency action will not be reviewed by the courts if the action
constitutes a "permissible construction of the statute," unless the action is "arbitrary, capricious,
or manifestly contrary to the statute."16 Even in cases where the legislative delegation of these
powers to a federal agency is implied rather than explicit, a "court may not substitute its own
construction of a statutory provision for a reasonable interpretation made by the administrator of
an agency."17
It is the Chevron case and its legacy that in large part has led to the current state of affairs in
federal preemption of state regulation of financial services offered by national banks and federal
thrifts. The ability of a federal agency to preempt state statutes coupled with judicial deference to
the decisions of federal regulators has vested enormous financial industry regulatory power in
the OCC and the Office of Thrift Supervision ("OTS"). This power allows the OCC and the OTS
to create a very favorable business environment for national banks and federal thrifts, allowing
them to tailor their businesses to avoid the state-specific statutory burdens imposed upon their
state-chartered competitors. One substantial result is that federal preemption reduces the ability
of state legislatures to create reasonable and appropriate remedies for abuse of its citizens, as the
customers of a federal financial institution have to seek redress of any grievance through the
federal agency that supervises the federal financial institution, and will not have the benefit of
their state law as an avenue for relief.
What Types of Preemption Are Prevalent in Financial Services?
All types of preemption are prevalent in the financial services industry. Perhaps the most
common example of express preemption is preemption of interest rate regulation by the "most
favored lender" statutes and by federal law regarding most home mortgages. Two of the most
sweeping federal preemption statutes related to lending are the Depository Institutions
Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980 ("DIDMCA") and the Alternative Mortgage
Transactions Parity Act of 1982 ("AMTPA"). Federal Circuit Judge Selya of the United States
First Circuit has colorfully described federal interest rate preemption as a "train wreck . . .
[involving] a headlong collision between a state-consumer protection law and a federal banking
law," and, Judge Selya suggests, in this area "[f]ederal law has the right of way."18
Section 501 of DIDMCA (12 U.S.C. § 1735f-7) preempts state usury restrictions on federallyrelated mortgage loans. The federal law states that "[t]he provisions of the constitution of any
State expressly limiting the rate or amount of interest, discount points, or other charges which
may be charged, taken, received, or reserved by lenders and the provisions of any State law
expressly limiting the rate or amount of interest, discount points, or other charges which may be
15

Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984).

16

Id. at 843-44 (footnotes omitted).

17

Id. at 844 (footnote omitted).

18

Greenwood Trust Co. v. Mass., 971 F.2d 818, 821 (1st Cir. 1992).
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charged, taken, received, or reserved" do not apply to federally-related mortgage loans.19 A
federally-related mortgage loan is any loan made by: (1) a federally-insured depository
institution, (2) any lender regulated by an agency of the federal government, or (3) any creditor
who makes mortgage loans aggregating more than $1 million per year.20
Section 521 of DIDMCA (12 U.S.C. § 1831d) provides "most favored lender" status for statechartered banks and thrifts. Section 521 of DIDMCA is patterned after the provisions of the
National Bank Act (12 U.S.C. § 85), and is intended to place state-chartered banks on an equal
competitive footing with national banks. This section permits an insured multi-state statechartered bank or an insured state-chartered thrift to charge interest on any loan at the higher of:
(1) the rate permitted by the laws of the institution's home state, or (2) a rate equal to one percent
over the discount rate on ninety-day commercial paper in effect at the Federal Reserve Bank in
the district where the institution is located.21 This provision permits a multi-state state-chartered
bank or thrift to "export" the rate permitted in its home state to any host state where it does
business. Therefore, if a Nevada-chartered bank conducts business in Texas, the bank may
charge interest on loans made in Texas at the rates provided under Nevada law, even if those
rates exceed what is permitted under the Texas Constitution or under Texas statutory law.
The AMTPA (12 U.S.C. § 3801, et seq.) preempts certain state law restrictions on alternate
mortgage loans such as adjustable rate mortgages and mortgages with balloon payments. The
OTS is given authority to issue regulations related to these transactions for loans made by statechartered certified housing lenders (i.e. non-federally chartered lenders other than state-chartered
commercial banks and credit unions). Prior to 2002, these regulations included preemption of
state law restrictions on prepayment penalties. Illustrative of the preemption effect of AMTPA is
the case of McCarthy v. Option One Mortgage Corp.22 In McCarthy, an Illinois borrower entered
into an adjustable rate loan. When the borrower attempted to pay off the loan after one year, the
lender collected a prepayment penalty.23 Illinois law prohibited the imposition of a prepayment
penalty on loans where the interest rate exceeded 8%.24 Because under AMTPA, OTS
regulations permitted the imposition of prepayment penalties, the Illinois statute was
preempted.25 The Illinois statute is similar to Texas Finance Code § 302.102, which prohibits the
imposition of prepayment penalties on residential loans which exceed 12% per annum. Under
AMTPA and prior OTS regulations, the Texas statute might have been preempted to the extent
that it purported to apply to adjustable rate mortgage loans. However, effective July 3, 2003, the
OTS has amended its regulations to omit the regulation that preempted state prohibitions on

19

12 U.S.C. § 1735f-7(a).

20

Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act of 1974 ("RESPA"), 12 U.S.C. § 2602(1).

21

12 U.S.C. § 1831d.

22

McCarthy v. Option One Mortgage Corp., 362 F.3d 1008 (7th Cir. 2004).

23

Id. at 1010.

24

Id. at 1011.

25

Id. at 1013.
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prepayment penalties. Therefore, it would appear that the change in the OTS regulations
removed any question about the validity of Finance Code § 302.102 concerning adjustable rate
mortgages as it relates to state-chartered certified housing lenders. As the Texas Legislature
reviews whether or not to repeal provisions of Texas law which currently appear to be
preempted, the legislature may want to consider the alternative option of leaving the statutes on
the books. Like the Biblical Lazarus, the dead might one day be recalled to life.
Implied preemption is found most commonly in state laws that attempt to restrict the powers of
federally-chartered financial institutions, although the federal banking regulators are working
hard to articulate preemptive scope for the purpose of converting implied preemptions into
express preemptions. The sources of implied preemption will primarily be the National Bank Act
and the Home Owners' Loan Act.
The Fair Credit Reporting Act ("FCRA") contains five different classes of preemption that are
relatively new and untested. The laws the FCRA affects generally relate to credit reports and
identity theft, which are hot topics for most states. For a detailed discussion, please see Section
X, "The Fair Credit Reporting Act and Identity Theft," contained infra.
What Laws Are Being Preempted by the OCC?
In January 2004, the OCC aggressively amended its preemption regulations to more closely
match those of the OTS and to more explicitly articulate its views. Challenges to these
regulations by the states have been unsuccessful so far. In one of its press releases, the OCC
compared the types of laws it says its rules preempt with those preempted by the OTS and the
National Credit Union Association ("NCUA") rules. The two OCC charts contained in Exhibits
B and C included at the end of this report are good reference tools regarding the types of laws
involved. (The inclusion of these charts does not necessarily indicate agreement with their
content.)
The states are experiencing great frustration in fighting preemption. The heavy burden the states
carry is easy to see from the following statement by Federal Circuit Judge Benavides, in Wells
Fargo Bank, N.A. v. James, the case regarding "on-us" check cashing fees:
Appellant suggests, however, that . . . Congress did not intend to tacitly export to
[the OCC] the diverse range non-banking policy issues that are here implicated,
concerning, for example, the negotiability of checks, consumer protection, or even
labor compensation. Nonetheless, it is often if not always the case that in
exercising the discretion committed it by Congress, an agency necessarily, and
perhaps even inadvertently, sweeps into its legislative reach significant policy
decisions outside its area of specific commitment. In this way, the inherent
limitations of any agency as congressional-delegatee are, in part, illuminated:
Here, the constituency positively affected by the OCC's position is concentrated,
organized and well-funded, and also happens to be the regulated industry. In
contrast, the constituency which is adversely affected by the decision, though
vast, is diffuse, unorganized, and definitionally ill-funded. It may be that these
competing interests could better be balanced, as Appellant suggests, by a national
Finance Commission of Texas and
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Congress whose commitments are diverse and universal, or even by the people as
they are represented in the state legislatures, than by a solitary institution whose
focus is a single industry. However, our review here is limited to discerning
whether Congress intended to delegate this question to the OCC, not whether we
think such a delegation wise. Of course, should Congress be dissatisfied with the
OCC's decision concerning the fee at issue here, Congress is free to revisit the
question with subsequent legislation. Consequently, we find that in promulgating
§ 7.4002(a), the OCC has operated within the sphere delegated it by Congress.26
SECTION II: THE ECONOMICS OF PREEMPTION
When studying federal preemption in the context of regulation of financial services, one aspect
that should not be overlooked is the economic factor associated with preemption. Clearly,
compliance with state laws and regulations results in some degree of costs. The costs associated
with that regulatory burden are necessary expenses for any entity that desires to operate in a
regulated field. Weighing the burden of those costs of compliance inevitably impacts the
decision of an entity determining whether to pursue a preemption challenge in court or whether
to comply with certain state laws and regulations.
When a financial institution is faced with a new state law requiring a change in compliance
practices that potentially could be challenged on the basis of federal preemption, the institution
has to consider the impact of implementing the change in contrast to the costs of challenging the
change. Alternatively, if a financial institution believes that through a preemption challenge a
particular state law prohibiting or restricting the charging of certain fees may be preempted, the
institution may deem that the potential benefits of a successful preemption challenge outweigh
the costs of pursuing that challenge. If a state law, however, only requires minimal cost or effort
to comply, often the costs of observing the state law are less than the costs of a protracted legal
battle. The costs of a preemption challenge have the potential to be sizable, so the avoidance of
these costs is an important variable in a decision to comply or challenge a state statute or
regulation. Furthermore, an institution also must weigh the costs of potentially defending
litigation brought by plaintiff borrowers for the institution's alleged failure to comply with a state
law or regulation. Even if the institution successfully defends its action or lack of action on the
basis of preemption, it still has incurred the costs of litigation. The avoidance of these types of
costs is another critical factor in the economics of preemption.
While states should not completely rely on the forecasted economic costs of compliance to
predict whether legislation will be effective, this information can surely offer an indication of
whether an entity will comply with a new state law or regulation. States may be able to logically
infer the impact of legislation by evaluating its economic aspects; however, a commensurate risk
of defending a preemption challenge, even on the sole basis of principle, may accompany the
legislative act.

26
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SECTION III: PARITY
Parity Regarding Banking Entities
Since the creation of the national banking system in the 1860s, the United States has had a "dual
banking system."27 Although some thought the new federal system might replace the existing
state banking system in each state, a dual banking system resulted instead. The concept of
competitive parity has its origins in the National Bank Act itself, which explicitly provides that
national banks must look to home state law in areas such as usury, trust powers, and, as added by
the 1920s McFadden Act, intrastate branching,28 although preemptive erosion is occurring in
each of these areas. These provisions were originally designed to ensure that national banks
would have competitive parity with home-state state banks in an intrastate banking framework.
The later establishment of the Federal Reserve System and Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation ("FDIC") insurance treated national and state-chartered banks equally and thus
supported competitive parity in the dual banking system.
After the 1960s, banking expanded to become an increasingly multi-state business, as the
development of multi-state credit cards and interstate offers of consumer credit signaled the
development of a banking (now financial services) marketplace that is truly national in scope.
The advantages of federal preemption became more apparent as multi-state banks struggled to
comply with a complex and sometimes contradictory matrix of state laws, and a trend developed
among the larger banks of converting to a federal charter. This trend threatened the statechartered portion of the dual banking system, leading the states to begin attempts to ensure
competitive parity. Today, every state has a so-called "parity statute" on its books that, to a
greater or lesser degree, attempts to permit state banks to ignore restrictive state laws that
national banks are free to ignore as a result of preemption. At the end of this report, please refer
to the chart contained in Exhibit D, "State Bank Parity with Federal Banks."
However, these parity statutes for state banks are fraught with legal problems. First, an
irreconcilable conflict between two state statutes is generally resolved by giving precedence to
the later-enacted statute. If the restrictive state law that a state bank seeks to ignore was enacted
after the parity statute, it is difficult to argue that the parity statute controls. How can a state
legislature enact a statute that restricts the right of all future legislatures to enact statutes within a
given range of subjects? Thus, parity statutes are not the panacea one might hope, but rather
provide only a "safety net" of sorts that attempts to instill and retain confidence that the state
charter is adaptable. Generally, a parity determination is in effect an announcement that the state
27

"Dual banking system" refers to the parallel state and federal structures for the charter,
supervision, and regulation of depository institutions. It encompasses both the powers, activities,
and competitiveness of chartered banks as well as the powers, policies, and institutional structure
of the bank regulatory agencies at the state and federal levels. Throughout the history of the dual
banking system, one of its most important features has been a relative balance between the state
and national systems, both in numerical terms and in the perception among bankers of the
relative attractiveness of the two types of charters.
28

See 12 U.S.C. §§ 36, 85, 92a.
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will not enforce the preempted state law against state banks, which may prevent hasty action by
state banks to convert to federal charters. Unless the legislature takes prompt action to
appropriately revise or repeal the offending state law, a significant risk exists that a court will
find that the law is nevertheless binding on state banks.
The Texas Constitution and Texas Finance Code § 32.009
Unique among the states, Texas placed its parity provision in the Texas Constitution, thereby
ensuring that a preempted state statute would also be unconstitutional and unenforceable against
Texas state banks. The core of state bank parity with national banks is embodied in Texas
Constitution, Article XVI, § 16(c), added in 1984 by constitutional amendment. Texas Finance
Code, § 32.009, originally enacted in 1995, implements parity between national and state banks
under Article XVI, § 16(c). (Section 32.009, "Parity Between State and National Banks," is
attached in its entirety as Exhibit E.) The following paragraphs describe the background
underlying development of § 32.009.
In late 1993, the Texas Banking Commissioner formed the Texas Banking Code Revision Task
Force and charged it with conducting a thorough review of the Texas Banking Code of 1943.
The guiding principles of the Task Force were (1) to promote the dual banking system by
ensuring that the proposed Texas Banking Act possesses attributes that make a state bank charter
attractive in Texas, (2) to preserve and enhance the competitive parity between state banks and
other forms of financial institutions in Texas, (3) to reduce the regulatory burden on state banks
to the extent possible consistent with safety and soundness, and (4) to provide the flexibility in
the proposed Texas Banking Act that is necessary to permit adaptability in the future in response
to the continuing evolution of federal law and modern banking practice.
One of the Task Force's responsibilities was to address the impact and effect of Texas
Constitution, Article XVI, § 16(c) on the needed modernization of the Texas Banking Code of
1943. The goal, first and foremost, was to promote the dual banking system by ensuring that the
banking laws retain the attributes that make being a state-chartered bank in Texas so attractive.
At the same time, the Task Force wished to support and enhance state banking without having
the Texas banking laws merely mirror the National Bank Act.
Under former Article 342-113(4) of the Texas Banking Code of 1943, the Finance Commission
of Texas was charged with promulgating rules to "permit state banks to transact their affairs in
any manner . . . which they could do . . . were they organized and operating as a National bank
under the laws of the United States; but . . . this authority . . . shall not abridge [State] laws . . .
."29 This provision was used to implement competitive parity in a number of instances, but the
language pre-dated the addition of Article XVI, § 16(c) to the Texas Constitution and was of
very little use in interpreting the meaning of § 16(c). Further, the Finance Commission was not
empowered at the time to deal with inconsistencies in state law.30

29

TEX. BANKING CODE of 1943, TEX. REV. CIV. STAT., art. 342-113(4) (repealed 1995).

30

Bank of E. Tex. v. Jones, 758 S.W.2d 293, 295-96 (Tex. App.--Tyler 1988, no writ).
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An argument advanced in the modernization process, i.e. that Article XVI, § 16(c) is "selfactivating" rather than "permissive," was viewed as detrimental to the dual banking system.
If § 16(c) is viewed as fully self-activating, a state bank could exercise the rights and privileges
of a national bank without seeking approval or permission of anyone, even if the exercise would
be unlawful under state law. The Texas Legislature would be powerless to impose restrictions on
state banks that were in conflict with federal law applicable to national banks, and regulations
and interpretations under that law. However, if fully permissive, the Texas Legislature through
laws, the Finance Commission through rules, or the Texas Banking Commissioner through
opinions or policies would have to authorize the activity before a state bank could exercise a
national bank right or privilege.
Texas Constitution, Article XVI, § 16 provides in pertinent part that:
(a) The Legislature shall by general laws, authorize the incorporation of state
banks and savings and loan associations and shall provide for a system of State
supervision, regulation and control of such bodies which will adequately protect
and secure the depositors and creditors thereof. . . .
....
(c) A state bank created by virtue of the power granted by this section,
notwithstanding any other provision of this section, has the same rights and
privileges that are or may be granted to national banks of the United States
domiciled in this State.
Legal techniques for statutory construction were of very little use in interpreting the ambiguous
and conflicting subsections of § 16. Prior to 1984, § 16 was comprised of only subsections (a)
and (b). Subsection (c), the provision at issue, was added in 1984. Subsections (d), (e), and (f)
were added in 1986. While the later addition of the last three subsections would override any
inconsistency with subsection (c) under established rules of statutory construction (cf., Texas
Government Code, § 311.026), subsection (c) has been applied by the Texas Legislature itself,
with regard to branching, as if it overrides the latter three subsections (subsection (e) authorizes a
state bank to branch only within the county of its domicile).
The Task Force took the position that state bank regulation would be chaotic and unpredictable if
Texas Constitution, Article XVI, § 16(c) was fully self-activating, and such an interpretation
would damage the dual banking system. The Task Force did not dispute that state banks should
have the same rights and privileges as national banks, but believed an orderly system of
implementation was essential to regulatory control. The Task Force viewed the Texas
Constitution permitting such a reading because § 16(a), which authorizes the creation of state
banks and a system of state regulation, must necessarily be considered a part of the Texas
Constitution and not overridden by § 16(c), especially since § 16(c) expressly refers to state
banks as "created by virtue of the power granted by this section." Under this view, §16(c) does
not restrict the power of the Texas Legislature to provide a system of state regulation pursuant to
§ 16(a) that differs from, or is more restrictive than, the regulatory scheme imposed on national
banks under federal law; nor does it prevent the Finance Commission of Texas, acting under
Finance Commission of Texas and
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authority granted by the Texas Legislature, from adopting a rule that differs from, or is more
restrictive than, federal law and regulations, if such laws, rules, and regulations attempt to
"adequately protect and secure the depositors and creditors" of state banks as required by § 16(a).
Section 32.009 represents a carefully crafted and negotiated provision that reinforces the power
of the state legislature to enact laws regulating state banks, as provided by Article XVI, § 16(a),
that might differ from national banking laws. Procedures are described for state banks to notify
the Texas Banking Commissioner if the bank intends to conduct any activity permitted for a
national bank where state laws are silent. Appropriate hearing and appeal provisions are included
for persons affected by an adverse decision. The Finance Commission of Texas is expressly
authorized to adopt rules permitting and regulating the activity, contrary to the result reached in
Bank of East Texas v. Jones.31
Texas Finance Code § 32.010
Texas Finance Code, § 32.010, commonly called the "super-parity" provision, was originally
enacted in 1999. (Section 32.010, "Additional Powers," is attached in its entirety as Exhibit F.)
Amendments in 2001 were designed to conform with the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. The purpose
of § 32.010 was to enhance the state bank charter beyond the national bank charter where
possible, by granting a state bank any power authorized to a federally-insured, state or federal
financial institution within the United States. Under 12 U.S.C. § 1831a and 12 C.F.R. part 362, a
state bank is prohibited from engaging in an activity as principal in which a national bank cannot
engage, unless the FDIC permits it after making certain safety and soundness findings. The
FDIC has authorized numerous activities under this authority, all of which are believed to have
arisen in other states. Texas Finance Code, § 32.010 has the presently untapped potential to
extend those permissions to state banks in Texas.
Section 32.010 is procedurally modeled after § 32.009. Procedures are described for state banks
to notify the Texas Banking Commissioner if the bank intends to conduct an activity claimed to
be permitted by the FDIC within the United States for an insured institution. Appropriate hearing
and appeal provisions are included for persons affected by an adverse decision. The Finance
Commission of Texas is expressly authorized to adopt rules permitting and regulating the
activity under similar standards as are provided by § 32.009.
The Application of Parity: Examples
The following are a few examples of the application of parity:
• A Texas administrative interpretation that the Texas Credit Code prohibited national
banks from offering debt cancellation contracts for a fee was preempted in 1992. The
same right was extended to state banks by the Texas Department of Banking.

31

Jones, 758 S.W.2d 293.
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• A Texas statute regarding insurance agent licensing that required all shareholders of a
corporate licensee to also be licensed was preempted in 1997, for impermissibly
restricting national banks from engaging in federally authorized activities. The Texas
Department of Banking with the cooperation of the Texas Department of Insurance
extended relaxed licensing requirements to state banks prior to amending the law in 1999.
• A Texas statute prohibiting interstate mergers under the Riegle-Neal Act was
preempted in 1998 as to a national bank merger. The Texas Department of Banking
extended interstate merger rights to state banks prior to amending state law in 1999.
• A Texas statute prohibited the charging of fees for cashing "on-us" checks. An "on
us" check is a check drawn on the bank by one of the bank's customers. The prohibition
was preempted for national banks by Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v. James.32 The court
acknowledged the parity provision in the Texas Constitution and explicitly extended the
benefit of its ruling to state banks.
Parity Regarding State Thrifts
Texas Finance Code, § 93.008 became effective on September 1, 1997. (Section 93.008, "Powers
Relative to Other Financial Institutions," is attached in its entirety as Exhibit G.) Section
93.008(a) provides parity between state-chartered thrifts and state-chartered banks, and parity
between state-chartered thrifts and federal thrifts and national banks. In addition, Finance Code,
§ 93.008(b) provides a "super-parity" provision for state-chartered thrifts which mirrors the
"super-parity" provision of Finance Code, § 32.010 applicable to state-chartered banks.
Parity Regarding Credit Unions
To fully understand the impact of preemption on state-chartered credit unions, the parity
provision under the Texas Credit Union Act ("TCUA") must be considered. In adopting
amendments to § 123.003 of the Texas Finance Code, the Texas Legislature enlarged the powers
of a state-chartered credit union so that a Texas credit union can "engage in any activity in which
it could engage, exercise any power it could exercise, or make any loan or investment it could
make, if it were operating as a federal credit union."33 This provision is commonly referred to as
a parity provision. The amendments to § 123.003 became effective on September 1, 2003.
The Texas Legislature did not provide legislative intent when it codified Texas Finance
Code, § 123.003 which would indicate that the legislature meant to override the state's laws. If
the Texas Legislature had envisioned that § 123.003 would have preempted state laws, the
legislature could have made an express statement to this effect, such as it did in codifying Texas
Finance Code, § 302.103, which covers loans subject to 12 U.S.C. §§ 1735f-7 and 1735f-7a
(loans secured by real estate under the National Housing Act). Absent evidence to the contrary, it
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appears reasonable to presume that the Texas Legislature was not attempting to homogenize the
TCUA with the Federal Credit Union Act, but rather to preserve the competitive parity of credit
unions with respect to situations that are not otherwise authorized for credit unions under the
laws of this state. To assume otherwise would be an improper delegation of authority to the
National Credit Union Administration to regulate the activities of state-chartered credit unions.
Therefore, the parity provision does not act to preempt applicable state laws or any rules adopted
by the Texas Credit Union Commission. Accordingly, it is the Texas Credit Union Department's
position that Texas Finance Code, § 123.003 covers federal powers and authorities that are not
otherwise addressed in state statute or rules.
As noted above, the parity provision is still valuable to state-chartered credit unions in those
instances where the Federal Credit Union Act allows federal credit unions to engage in activities
that are not addressed in the TCUA or Commission rules. However, in its current form, the parity
provision is lacking. It is the Credit Union Department's opinion that, absent future action by the
Texas Legislature, § 123.003 only grants credit unions all federal powers and authorities in
existence as of September 1, 2003.
The Texas Constitution provides that the legislature is the state's lawmaking body. Its primary
function is to enact laws to provide for the health, welfare, education, environment, and
economic and general well-being of the citizens of Texas. Accordingly, any interpretation of the
provision must not result in an improper delegation of future legislative power. Absent clear
evidence to the contrary, it is the Credit Union Department's opinion that it could be an
unconstitutional delegation of legislative power for the legislature to adopt a statute that, in
effect, automatically adopts future federal statutes and rules as part of state law.34 In other words,
Texas Finance Code, § 123.003 could be subject to a constitutional challenge unless it specifies
that the provision only applies to those federal powers and authorities that were authorized by the
Texas Legislature as of a date certain. The Credit Union Department concludes that date to be
September 1, 2003.
The Credit Union Department believes the Texas Legislature could correct this problem by
amending § 123.003 as set forth in Exhibit H to allow the Credit Union Department
Commissioner to approve an activity by a state credit union claimed to be permissible for federal
or out-of-state credit unions.
Preemption is not a significant issue for state-chartered credit unions. Currently, the Department
would suggest only one change to the TCUA in connection with the preemption issue. A revision
to the parity provision in § 123.003 of the TCUA as set forth in Exhibit H is necessary to allow
state-chartered credit unions parity with federal credit unions for all federal powers and
authorities granted after September 1, 2003.

34

See, e.g., Diversified Inv. P'ship v. Dep't of Soc. & Health Servs., 775 P.2d 947 (Wash.
1989) and McCabe v. N.D. Workers Comp. Bureau, 567 N.W.2d 201 (N.D. 1997).
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SECTION IV: NATIONAL BANKS
The National Bank Act, OCC advisory opinions,35 and the regulations of the OCC represent the
primary basis for federal preemption of state law as it applies to national banks.
The OCC recently restated and codified its regulations regarding the extent to which the
operations of national banks are subject to state laws, providing that national banks engage in the
business of banking effectively subject only to the National Bank Act and the regulatory and
enforcement authority of the OCC.36 The OCC also revised its rule concerning its visitorial
powers to make clear that it alone has the authority to bring enforcement actions against national
banks and that state authorities cannot bring an action against a national bank or subsidiary in a
state court.37
These new regulations, coupled with other OCC regulatory actions over the past few years,
combine to clearly indicate the OCC's view that the states lack authority to (1) enact and enforce
laws that obstruct, impair, or condition a national bank's exercise of its lending, deposit-taking,
or other powers granted to it under federal law; and (2) to enforce state law against national
banks and their operating subsidiaries in violation of its exclusive visitorial powers granted under
federal law.
With respect to visitorial powers, federal law provides that:
No national bank shall be subject to any visitorial powers except as authorized by
Federal law, vested in the courts of justice or such as shall be, or have been
exercised or directed by Congress or by either House thereof or by any committee
of Congress or of either House duly authorized.38
The statute then permits lawfully authorized state auditors or examiners to review a national
bank's records "solely to ensure compliance with applicable State unclaimed property or escheat
laws upon reasonable cause to believe that the bank has failed to comply with such laws."39

35

"Both OTS and OCC issue advisory opinions on preemption. Federal savings associations
and national banks may choose to rely on these opinions and conduct their business
accordingly." However, "[t]hese opinions are advisory and subject to court challenge and
review." United States General Accounting Office, General Government Division, Role of the
Office of Thrift Supervision and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency in the Preemption of
State Law, p. 2, Feb. 7, 2000.
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See 12 C.F.R. pts. 7 and 34.
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Final Rule on Visitorial Powers, 69 Fed. Reg. 1895, 1896 and 1900 (Jan. 13, 2004).
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The OCC now defines visitorial powers to include not only examination or inspection of a
national bank's books and records, but also "[r]egulation and supervision of activities authorized
or permitted pursuant to federal banking law" and "[e]nforcing compliance with any applicable
federal or state laws concerning those activities."40 The OCC claims "exclusive visitorial
authority with respect to the content and conduct of activities authorized for national banks under
Federal law."41
Several exceptions to the OCC's exclusive visitorial powers laws are listed in 12 C.F.R.
§ 7.4000(b)(1). State or other federal officials may be authorized to:
• "Inspect the list of shareholders, provided that the official is authorized to
assess taxes under state authority (12 U.S.C. 62 . . .);
• Review, at reasonable times and upon reasonable notice to a bank, the bank's
records solely to ensure compliance with applicable state unclaimed property or
escheat laws upon reasonable cause to believe that the bank has failed to comply
with those laws (12 U.S.C. 484(b));
• Verify payroll records for unemployment compensation purposes (26 U.S.C.
3305(c));
• Ascertain the correctness of Federal tax returns (26 U.S.C. § 7602);
• Enforce the Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C. 211); and
• Functionally regulate certain activities, as provided under the Gramm-LeachBliley Act . . . ."42
The OCC has further interpreted the exception for "courts of justice" in 12 U.S.C. § 484(a) as
strictly pertaining "to the powers inherent in the judiciary," meaning it "does not grant state or
other governmental authorities any right to inspect, superintend, direct, regulate or compel
compliance by a national bank with respect to any law, regarding the content or conduct of
activities authorized for national banks under Federal law."43
The revised preemption regulations explicitly provide that state laws do not apply to national
banks if such laws "obstruct, impair, or condition" the ability of national banks to exercise their
federally authorized deposit-taking,44 consumer lending,45 or other powers.46 However, state laws
that only incidentally affect the deposit-taking, lending, or other operations of a national bank are
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12 C.F.R. § 7.4000(a)(2).

41

See id. § 7.4000(a)(3).
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See id. § 7.4000(b)(1) (paragraph numbering omitted).
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See id. § 7.4000(b)(2).
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See id. § 7.4007(b).
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See id. §§ 7.4008(d), 34.3, 34.4.
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not preempted.47 When the OCC issued the new regulations, Comptroller of the Currency, John
D. Hawke, Jr., issued a statement noting:
The types of laws that the regulation preempts - including laws regulating loan
terms, imposing conditions on lending and deposit relationships, and requiring
state licenses - create impediments to the ability of national banks to exercise
powers that are granted under federal law. These laws create higher costs and
operational burdens that the banks either must shoulder, or pass on to consumers,
or that may have the practical effect of driving them out of certain businesses.48
The OCC stated that its authority to issue the preemption regulations derives from 12
U.S.C. §§ 93a and 371.49 Section 93a grants the OCC authority "to prescribe rules and
regulations to carry out the responsibilities of the office" and § 371 grants the OCC authority to
regulate national banks' real estate lending activities.
Under 12 C.F.R. § 7.4007(b)(2), "[a] national bank may exercise its deposit-taking powers
without regard to state law limitations concerning:"
• "Abandoned and dormant accounts;
• Checking accounts;
• Disclosure requirements;
• Funds availability;
• Savings account orders of withdrawal;
• State licensing or registration requirements (except for purposes of service of
process); and
• Special purpose savings services."50
Regarding non-real estate lending, 12 C.F.R. § 7.4008(d)(2) provides that a national bank or its
operating subsidiary "may make non-real estate loans without regard to state law limitations
concerning:"
• "Licensing, registration (except for purposes of service of process), filings, or
reports by creditors;
• The ability of a creditor to require or obtain insurance for collateral or other
credit enhancements or risk mitigants, in furtherance of safe and sound banking
practices;
• Loan-to-value ratios;
47

Press Release, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Preemption Final Rule Questions
and Answers, p. 2 (Jan. 7, 2004).
48

Press Release, John D. Hawke, Jr., Comptroller of the Currency, Statement of Comptroller
of the Currency John D. Hawke, Jr. Regarding the Issuance of Regulations Concerning
Preemption and Visitorial Powers, p. 1 (Jan. 7, 2004).
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Final Rules on National Bank Preemption, 69 Fed. Reg. 1904, 1908-09 (Jan. 13, 2004).
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• The terms of credit, including the schedule for repayment of principal and
interest, amortization of loans, balance, payments due, minimum payments, or
term to maturity of the loan, including the circumstances under which a loan may
be called due and payable upon the passage of time or a specified event external
to the loan;
• Escrow accounts, impound accounts, and similar accounts;
• Security property, including leaseholds;
• Access to, and use of, credit reports;
• Disclosure and advertising, including laws requiring specific statements,
information, or other content to be included in credit application forms, credit
solicitations, billing statements, credit contracts, or other credit-related
documents;
• Disbursements and repayments; and
• Rates of interest on loans."51
With respect to real estate lending, 12 C.F.R. § 34.4(a) specifically states that "a national bank
may make real estate loans . . . without regard to state law limitations concerning:"
• The amount of a loan in relation to the appraised value of the real estate;
• The schedule for the repayment of principal and interest;
• The term to maturity of the loan;
• "The aggregate amount of funds that may be loaned upon the security of real
estate;" and
• The "[c]ovenants and restrictions that must be contained in a lease to qualify
the leasehold as acceptable security for a real estate loan."52
12 C.F.R. §§ 7.4007, 7.4008, and 34.4 each set forth a non-exclusive list of state law subjects
that generally are not inconsistent with the powers of national banks and will apply to national
banks "to the extent that they only incidentally affect the exercise" of national banks' powers.53
These areas of law include contracts, torts, criminal law, rights to collect debts, acquisition and
transfer of real property, taxation, and zoning.54 "Homestead laws specified in 12 U.S.C.
1462a(f)" are listed in 12 C.F.R. § 34.4(b)(4) as laws that will apply to a national bank, but only
"to the extent that they only incidentally affect the exercise of national banks' real estate lending
powers."
The authority of a national bank to charge interest, fees and other charges is set forth in 12
C.F.R. § 7.4001 and § 7.4002. The most favored lender doctrine set forth in 12 U.S.C. § 85 is
addressed elsewhere in this study.
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See id. § 7.4008(d)(2) (paragraph numbering and footnote omitted).
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SECTION V: INTERSTATE (OR MULTI-STATE) STATE BANKS
State banks that operate in the interstate environment also can invoke federal preemption under
12 U.S.C. § 1831a(j), which states in pertinent part:
(j) Activities of branches of out-of-State banks.
(1) Application of host State law. The laws of a host State, including laws
regarding community reinvestment, consumer protection, fair lending, and
establishment of intrastate branches, shall apply to any branch in the host State of
an out-of- State State bank to the same extent as such State laws apply to a branch
in the host State of an out-of-State national bank. To the extent host State law is
inapplicable to a branch of an out-of-State State bank in such host State pursuant
to the preceding sentence, home State law shall apply to such branch.
(2) Activities of branches. An insured State bank that establishes a branch
in a host State may conduct any activity at such branch that is permissible under
the laws of the home State of such bank, to the extent such activity is permissible
either for a bank chartered by the host State (subject to the restrictions in this
section) or for a branch in the host State of an out-of-State national bank.
State banks also can invoke the most favored lender doctrine as set forth in 12 U.S.C. § 1831d,
addressed elsewhere in this study.
The FDIC has published proposed rules to clarify and implement 12 U.S.C. § 1831a(j) and
§ 1831d for the benefit of state banks but has yet to adopt final regulations.55 The proposed rules
in effect would serve as a special parity provision for state banks. For example, proposed 12
C.F.R. § 362.19(c) would provide in part:
A host State law does not apply to an activity conducted at a branch in the host
State of an out-of-State, State bank to the same extent that a Federal court or the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency has determined in writing that the
particular host State law does not apply to an activity conducted at a branch in the
host State of an out-of-State, national bank.56
SECTION VI: FEDERAL SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS
The Home Owners' Loan Act ("HOLA"), OTS advisory opinions, and the regulations of the OTS
are the basis for federal preemption of state law as it applies to federally-chartered savings and
loan associations and savings banks ("federal thrifts"). Section 5 of the HOLA (12 U.S.C. §
1464) and the OTS regulations create what has been suggested as a "cradle to . . . corporate
55

See Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: Interstate Banking; Federal Interest Rate Authority,
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grave" scheme of regulation so extensive as to leave no room for state regulation of federal
thrifts.57 Thus, the HOLA and OTS regulations constitute implicit field preemption of state law
regarding federal thrifts. It has been suggested that the preemption of federal thrifts is even
statutorily broader than that provided in the National Bank Act.58 The OTS has promulgated a
broadly-worded preemption rule which attempts to further its position that HOLA and OTS
regulations constitute field preemption.
12 C.F.R. § 545.2 reads:
The regulations in this part 545 are promulgated pursuant to the plenary and
exclusive authority of the Office to regulate all aspects of the operations of
Federal savings associations, as set forth in section 5(a) of the Act. This exercise
of the Office's authority is preemptive of any state law purporting to address the
subject of the operations of a Federal savings association.
12 C.F.R. § 560.2(a) reads:
(a) Occupation of field. Pursuant to sections 4(a) and 5(a) of the HOLA, 12
U.S.C. 1463(a), 1464(a), OTS is authorized to promulgate regulations that
preempt state laws affecting the operations of federal savings associations when
deemed appropriate to facilitate the safe and sound operation of federal savings
associations, to enable federal savings associations to conduct their operations in
accordance with the best practices of thrift institutions in the United States, or to
further other purposes of the HOLA. To enhance safety and soundness and to
enable federal savings associations to conduct their operations in accordance with
best practices (by efficiently delivering low-cost credit to the public free from
undue regulatory duplication and burden), OTS hereby occupies the entire field of
lending regulation for federal savings associations. OTS intends to give federal
savings associations maximum flexibility to exercise their lending powers in
accordance with a uniform federal scheme of regulation. Accordingly, federal
savings associations may extend credit as authorized under federal law, including
this part, without regard to state laws purporting to regulate or otherwise affect
their credit activities, except to the extent provided in paragraph (c) of this section
or § 560.110 of this part. For purposes of this section, "state law" includes any
state statute, regulation, ruling, order or judicial decision.
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See Conference of Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'ns v. Stein, 604 F.2d 1256, 1260 (9th Cir. 1979)
(quoting State v. Coast Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n, 98 F. Supp. 311, 316 (S.D. Cal. 1951)); see also
de la Cuesta, 458 U.S. 141.
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See C.F. Muckenfuss, III & Robert C. Eager, Preemption Under the Home Owners Loan
Act (February 10, 2003), as posted on the American Bar Association Banking Law Section
Preemption Subcommittee website. The authors state that under the National Bank Act
preemption is conflict preemption, but that the extensive activities and interpretive opinions and
regulations issued by the OCC have essentially made this statutory difference inconsequential.
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The subsections following 12 C.F.R. § 560.2(a) provide a laundry list of examples of state
regulations that are preempted. This list is represented in the comparison charts provided in
Exhibits B and C.
SECTION VII: CREDIT UNIONS
State law for credit unions has not been greatly impacted by preemption due to the dual
chartering system and the Texas Finance Code's treatment of state-chartered credit unions. Credit
unions chartered in the State of Texas are governed by the Texas Credit Union Act ("TCUA").
Federal credit unions are chartered by the National Credit Union Administration ("NCUA") and
governed by the Federal Credit Union Act ("FCUA"). Federal credit unions are not subject to the
provisions of the TCUA. Except for the provisions of Title II of the FCUA that are applicable to
federally-insured credit unions, state-chartered credit unions are not subject to the FCUA. Any
preemption by the NCUA of Texas statutes would be of other provisions in the Texas statutes
that are applicable to financial institutions operating in this state, but which may not be
applicable to Texas credit unions pursuant to the TCUA.
The FCUA and the NCUA's rules and regulations address federal preemption in several areas,
including lending, deposit accounts, late charges, privacy, leasing, taxation and member business
loans. A federal agency's preemption of state laws for federal credit unions does not always mean
that federal credit unions are at an advantage. For instance, Texas state-chartered credit unions
have more flexibility in offering interest rates than federal credit unions.
Lending
FCUA, 12 U.S.C. § 1757(5)(A), grants federal credit unions the power to make loans in
conformity with rules set by the Board of the NCUA. NCUA rules and regulations, 12 C.F.R. §
701.21(b)(1) preempts state laws attempting "to regulate the rates, terms of repayment and other
conditions of Federal credit union loans and lines of credit (including credit cards) to members."
This would include the rate of interest, amount to be financed, indexes to which a variable rate
may be tied, notifications to borrowers on interest rate changes, late charges, closing and
application costs, maturity of loan or lines of credit, frequency of payments, balloon payments,
prepayment limits, purpose of the loan, type or amount of security for the loan, borrower
eligibility, and the imposition and enforcement of liens on the accounts of borrowers.59 These
preemption provisions pull federal credit unions out of virtually all of the lending provisions
included in the Texas Finance Code.
Deposit Accounts
FCUA, 12 U.S.C. § 1757(6) grants federal credit unions the power to receive from its members
payments representing equity on shares, share certificates, and share draft accounts "subject to
such terms, rates, and conditions as may be established by the board of directors, within
limitations prescribed by the [NCUA] Board." Additionally, federal law preempts § 73.003 of
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12 C.F.R. § 701.21(b)(1).
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the Texas Property Code concerning the prohibitions of fees on inactive accounts with respect to
federal credit unions. As a result, any state law attempting to govern accounts at federal credit
unions would be preempted.
Late Charges
FCUA, 12 U.S.C. § 1757(10) grants federal credit unions the power to levy late charges in
accordance with their bylaws for failure to meet obligations to the federal credit union.
Accordingly, any state law attempting to regulate late fees at federal credit unions would be
preempted.
Privacy
NCUA rules and regulations, part 716 governs privacy of consumer financial information. These
regulations apply to federally-insured state-chartered credit unions as well as federal credit
unions, and have been held by the NCUA to preempt state law on the matter. However, 12
C.F.R. § 716.17(b) specifically provides that state statutes and regulations providing consumers
greater protection are permissible if they are not inconsistent with the provisions of the federal
law and regulations.
Leasing
NCUA rules and regulations, 12 C.F.R. § 714.10 provides that federal credit unions must comply
with state laws on consumer leasing to the extent that state laws are consistent with the federal
Consumer Leasing Act (15 U.S.C. § 1667e), or provide members with greater protections or
benefits than the Consumer Leasing Act.
Member Business Loans
NCUA rules and regulations, part 723 applies to federally-insured state-chartered credit unions
as well as federal credit unions. Section 723.20 states that "[t]he NCUA Board may exempt
federally insured state chartered credit unions in a given state from NCUA's member business
loan rule if NCUA approves the state's rule . . . ."60 Texas has received such an exemption and
state-chartered credit unions operate under the Member Business Loan Rule promulgated by the
Texas Credit Union Commission. Federal credit unions operate under the NCUA's member
business loan rule.
State Laws Not Preempted
NCUA regulation states that the preemption rule is not intended to preempt state laws that do not
affect rates, terms of repayment, and other conditions affecting loans as described above.
Examples of matters not preempted include insurance laws, laws related to transfer of and
security interests in real and personal property (except the use and exercise of due-on-sale
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clauses), collection costs and attorneys' fees, requirements that consumer lending documents be
in "plain language," and the circumstances in which a borrower may be declared in default and
may cure default.
As a result, federal credit unions remain subject to certain provisions of Texas statutes, such as
the Texas Debt Collection Act. Federal credit unions also remain subject to Texas insurance laws
(with the exception of deposit insurance, which is governed by the FCUA through the National
Credit Union Share Insurance Fund, managed by the NCUA) and Texas' version of the Uniform
Commercial Code concerning secured transactions.
SECTION VIII: OPERATING SUBSIDIARIES
Background and History
While perhaps less visible, nondepository lenders play a vital role in the financial services
industry. Nondepository lenders, e.g. mortgage companies, payday lenders, and small consumer
loan companies, are creatures of state law. As such, these small lenders rely heavily on state law
to operate. A subset of nondepository lenders consists of the operating subsidiaries of national
banks and of federal thrifts.
For well over 40 years, federal depository institutions have created and utilized operating
subsidiaries to carry out certain functions that appeared best removed from and not conducted by
the parent financial institutions. Such functions serve to increase the efficiency of the parent
depository institutions and are designed to limit liability of the parent. The states issue the
charters of operating subsidiaries. Operating subsidiaries of federal financial institutions are
incorporated at the state level. Such incorporation is a state function, not a federal function.
Consequently, operating subsidiaries are created by and function under the authority of state law.
In his recent law review article, Keith R. Fisher elaborated on this concept of state-created
entities being regulated by the states:
The primary regulator of any corporate entity is its chartering authority. For
federally chartered depository institutions, such as national banks, that entity is
the United States, but for all affiliates of those institutions, including . . . operating
subsidiaries, the chartering authority is a sovereign state. That state has legitimate
and compelling interests in preserving those institutions and in ensuring that those
institutions serve the purposes for which they were created.61
Wholly-owned by the parent financial institutions, these subsidiaries operate independently, have
a more singular purpose, and are able to specialize in certain areas. In fact, "the stated
considerations motivating the initial adoption of the operating subsidiary rule in 1966 were that
developing such subsidiaries would aid banks in 'controlling operations costs, improving
effectiveness of supervision, [providing for] more accurate determination of profits,
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Keith R. Fisher, Towards a Basal Tenth Amendment: A Riposte to National Bank
Preemption of State Consumer Protection Laws, 29 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol'y 981, 1014-15 (2006).
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decentralizing management decisions[,] or separating particular operations of the bank from
other operations.'"62
"Operating subsidiaries were not recognized as a legitimate tool for carrying on the business of
banking until the 1960s."63 Even though "the history of banking laws indicates that operating
subsidiaries have been treated distinctly by Congress and the OCC, . . . no statute speaks directly
to the scope of federal versus state power over them."64
Recent Trends
Traditionally, operating subsidiaries of federal depository institutions have been licensed by the
states to conduct certain financial activities. However, a recent trend has emerged where, on the
basis of claimed federal preemption, operating subsidiaries have relinquished their state licenses,
arguing that they can conduct the same financial activities as their parent institutions without
needing to meet state licensing requirements.65 Similarly, this trend of operating subsidiaries
claiming federal preemption has also arisen in the context of challenges to state visitorial
authority,66 as well as in conjunction with a state's attempt to enforce state law and investigate
alleged violations stemming from consumer complaints.67
The Office of Consumer Credit Commissioner ("OCCC") currently has several licensees that
function as operating subsidiaries of federal financial institutions. Between January 16, 2003 and
December 14, 2005, the OCCC received cancellation notices for 47 licenses from entities
specifically stating that they were claiming federal preemption as operating subsidiaries of
national banks as the reason for canceling their licenses.
The practical result of such a license cancellation by an operating subsidiary of a federal
financial institution is that the operating subsidiary retains its incorporated status obtained under
state law, and continues (generally) the same lending activity for which the subsidiary was
originated and licensed under state law in the first place. However, with the license cancelled the
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Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v. Boutris, 419 F.3d 949, 960 (9th Cir. 2005) (quoting Acquisition
of Controlling Stock Interest in Subsidiary Operations Corporation, "Operating Subsidiary
Rule"), 31 Fed. Reg. 11, 459 at 11,460 (Aug. 31, 1966)) (alternation in original).
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Wachovia Bank, N.A. v. Watters, 431 F.3d 556, 561 (6th Cir. 2005), cert. granted, 2006
U.S. LEXIS 4690 (U.S. June 19, 2006) (No. 05-1342).
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Wachovia Bank, N.A. v. Burke, 414 F.3d 305, 318 (2d Cir. 2005), petition for cert. filed,
2005 U.S. LEXIS 9046 (U.S. Dec. 5, 2005) (No. 05-431).
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See Burke, 414 F.3d 305, and Watters, 431 F.3d 556.
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See Boutris, 419 F.3d 949, and OCC v. Spitzer, 396 F. Supp. 2d 383 (S.D.N.Y. 2005),
appeal pending, No. 05-6001 (2d Cir.).
67

See Nat'l City Bank of Ind. v. Turnbaugh, 367 F. Supp. 2d 805 (D. Md. 2005), aff'd, 463
F.3d 325 (4th Cir. 2006).
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operating subsidiary is operating outside state law. The question of whether the subsidiary is
operating illegally is still open.
2004 OCC Preemption Rules
The position maintained by these operating subsidiaries, as well as many others across the
country, stems from the preemption rules promulgated by the OCC in 2004. The supplementary
information included with the publication of these rules outlines the general types of state laws
that are preempted, the standards to be used to determine whether other state laws would also be
preempted, and the general types of state laws that would not be preempted, all with regard to
national banks and their operating subsidiaries.68 Examples of areas listed by the OCC rules
where state laws are preempted include the following ten categories: licensing laws, filing
requirements, terms of real estate loans, advertising, permissible rates of interest, permissible
fees and non-interest charges, management of credit accounts, due-on-sale clauses, leaseholds as
acceptable security, and mandated statements and disclosures.69 Examples of areas where state
laws are not preempted, (assuming such laws do not materially affect national bank operations):
"contracts, debt collection, acquisition and transfer of property, taxation, zoning, crimes, torts,
and homestead rights."70 There is strong legal precedent for consumer protection and state
regulatory enforcement of national banks. However, despite this precedent and heavy opposition
to the rules, the OCC's preemption rules were adopted and went into effect on February 12, 2004.
Operating Subsidiaries of National Banks - Wachovia Bank v. Watters
The leading case on federal preemption regarding the operating subsidiaries of national banks is
Wachovia Bank, N.A. v. Watters.71 In Watters, the Sixth Circuit was faced with the issue of
whether the National Bank Act, 12 U.S.C. § 21, et seq., and the OCC's regulations preempted
state banking laws regarding the operating subsidiaries of national banks.72 The facts involved
Wachovia Mortgage, a wholly-owned operating subsidiary of Wachovia Bank. Wachovia
Mortgage relinquished its Michigan lending registration under the claim of federal preemption.73
The Sixth Circuit Court upheld the OCC's interpretation of its regulations, stating that "[t]he
regulations, specifically section 7.4006, simply reflect the eminently reasonable conclusion that
when a bank chooses to utilize the authority it is granted under federal law, it ought not be
hindered by conflicting state regulations".74 Thus, Wachovia Mortgage was free to engage in first
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See Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: Bank Activities and Operations; Real Estate Lending
and Appraisals, 68 Fed. Reg. 46119 (Aug. 5, 2003).
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See id. at 46122-23.
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See id. at 46128 (footnote omitted); see also 12 C.F.R. § 7.4009.
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Watters, 431 F.3d 556.
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Id. at 557.
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Id. at 558.
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and secondary mortgage lending in Michigan and was not required to maintain state registration
or comply with the preempted Michigan regulations. However, the U.S. Supreme Court recently
granted certiorari in the Watters case (see footnote supra), which could change the legal
landscape in this area, as discussed infra.
Other 2005 Court Decisions - State Laws Preempted
Several other 2005 court decisions have aligned with the holding of the Watters case, including
the appellate cases of Wachovia Bank v. Burke from the Second Circuit and Wells Fargo Bank v.
Boutris from the Ninth Circuit, as well as the U.S. District Court cases of OCC v. Spitzer from
the Southern District of New York and National City Bank of Indiana v. Turnbaugh from the
District of Maryland.75
In Burke, a very similar fact pattern arose as in the Watters case, also involving Wachovia
Mortgage surrendering its mortgage licenses and arguing preemption as an operating subsidiary
of Wachovia Bank.76 However, the Burke case concerned the state regulations of Connecticut, as
opposed to those of Michigan. Although the events of Burke occurred in a different state and the
case was heard by a different circuit court, the result was the same: the Second Circuit Court held
that "the OCC regulations reflect a consistent and well-reasoned approach to preempting state
regulation of operating subsidiaries," and thus, the OCC's rules preempted the conflicting
Connecticut regulations.77 The Burke case actually preceded the Watters case. In fact, the Sixth
Circuit Court in the Watters case agreed with and heavily relied upon the reasoning and outcome
of the Burke case, citing it often.78
The Boutris and Spitzer cases arose in the context of states attempting to enforce state laws by
exercising their visitorial authority over operating subsidiaries. In Boutris, after the California
Commissioner of Corporations directed two national bank operating subsidiaries to conduct
audits of their residential mortgage lending activities to determine whether proper interest was
charged under California law, the operating subsidiaries objected to the Commissioner's request,
arguing that they were only subject to the exclusive regulatory authority of the OCC.79 The Ninth
Circuit Court held that the National Bank Act, in conjunction with an OCC regulation,
"preempt[ed] the exercise of visitorial authority over operating subsidiaries of national banks."80
Similarly, via OCC regulation, California's licensing authority over operating subsidiaries was
field-preempted.81
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See Burke, 414 F.3d 305; Boutris, 419 F.3d 949; Spitzer, 396 F. Supp. 2d 383; and
Turnbaugh, 463 F.3d 325.
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Burke, 414 F.3d at 310.
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Id. at 321.
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See, e.g., Watters, 431 F.3d at 561-63.
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Boutris, 419 F.3d at 955.
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The Spitzer case also involved visitorial authority and residential mortgage lending. In Spitzer,
the Attorney General of the State of New York was seeking to investigate potential racial
discrimination by several national banks that were providing mortgages to New York
consumers.82 Like the Ninth Circuit in Boutris, the District Court for the Southern District of
New York upheld the OCC's exclusive visitorial authority over the operating subsidiaries of
national banks, thus enjoining the New York State Attorney General from conducting this
investigation into the banks' residential lending practices.83 However, the court in the Spitzer
case was quick to note the following: "This opinion says nothing about whether it is better public
policy to vest visitorial powers over national banks in state attorneys general as well as in the
OCC."84
The Turnbaugh case involved two operating subsidiaries of National City Bank of Indiana, a
national bank with operating subsidiaries having offices in Maryland. These subsidiaries had
been examined and investigated several times in the past by the Maryland Commissioner of
Financial Regulation.85 As a result of two consumer complaints, the Commissioner sought
information from the operating subsidiaries to determine whether they were charging
prepayment penalties in violation of Maryland law.86 Falling in line with Watters and the other
cases cited above, the Maryland District Court held that "the Maryland laws are preempted by
the federal regulatory regime established pursuant to the National Bank Act."87
Operating Subsidiaries of Federal Thrifts
Regarding the operating subsidiaries of federal thrifts, the OTS has had a similar preemption
provision in place well before the OCC's rules were promulgated in 2003. The OTS preemption
regulation is located in 12 C.F.R. § 559.3(n)(1). The leading case in the area of federal
preemption regarding the operating subsidiaries of federal thrifts is from Wisconsin, WFS
Financial, Inc. v. Dean.88 As with the recent trend concerning the operating subsidiaries of
national banks, the Dean case resulted in the preemption of state regulatory provisions for the
operating subsidiaries of federal thrifts.89
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Id. at 386.
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Chevron Deference
In light of the lack of specific, documented congressional intent concerning operating
subsidiaries, all of these courts applied the principle of "Chevron deference" in determining
whether the OCC's interpretation of its regulations was reasonable.90 As the Burke court
explained, "Pursuant to Chevron, [the court] ask[s], first, 'whether the intent of Congress is clear
as to the precise question at issue.' If Congress's intent is clear, 'that is the end of the matter. But
if the statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to the specific issue, the question for the court is
whether the agency's answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute.'"91 All of these
courts upheld the OCC's interpretation of its regulations and the National Bank Act, and
preempted the state regulations (save one specific regulation from the Boutris case).
Unsettled Law in Texas
Although the Watters line of cases has for the time being expanded preemption with regard to
operating subsidiaries for those jurisdictions, the Fifth Circuit, which includes Texas, has not yet
ruled on this issue. Federal preemption concerning operating subsidiaries is not a well-settled
area of law. The Supreme Court has stated that the question in each preemption case is the
following: What was the purpose of Congress?92 The purpose of Congress is the ultimate factor
in determining whether state law is preempted. As stated earlier, the congressional intent is
strikingly silent in the Watters line of cases. Likewise, the statutory authorities utilized by the
OTS in promulgating 12 C.F.R. § 559.3(n)(1) do not reveal any intent by Congress to broadly
preempt state licensing and registration requirements for state-chartered corporations.
As noted previously, the U.S. Supreme Court has recently granted certiorari in the Watters case.
In addition to presenting an argument that the OCC's interpretation of 12 C.F.R. § 7.4006 is not
entitled to Chevron deference, the petition to the Court also presents the argument that the lower
court's preemption ruling is a violation of the Tenth Amendment.93 The petition argues: "12
C.F.R. 7.4006 essentially federalizes a State corporation by converting it into an instrumentality
of federal law. Such an effort is a significant intrusion on State sovereignty and is a violation of
the Tenth Amendment by co-opting any ability of a State to regulate the State corporation to
protect its citizens."94 For more on this Tenth Amendment argument, please refer to Exhibit I,
"Noteworthy Items from 'Federal Preemption in the Financial Institutions Arena,' Texas Tech
University School of Law, April 19-21, 2006."
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See generally, Chevron, 467 U.S. 837.
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Burke, 414 F.3d at 315 (quoting NationsBank of N.C. v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co., 513
U.S. 251, 257 (1995) (internal citation omitted)).
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As further evidence of the unsettled nature of this area of law, a petition for a writ of certiorari
has been filed with the U.S. Supreme Court in the Burke case (see footnote supra), which is
factually similar to Watters. An appeal is also pending in the Spitzer case (see footnote supra).
Consequently, the high court could greatly alter the current law regarding preemption and
operating subsidiaries.
Many state agencies and financial scholars still maintain positions against federal preemption in
the area of operating subsidiaries, echoing the argument presented by the petitioner in the
Watters case. In opposition to the OCC's 2004 rules, Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., Professor of Law at
George Washington University Law School stated: "Operating subsidiaries are chartered as
separate and distinct corporate entities under the authority of state law. Because they are
creatures of state law, operating subsidiaries must comply with all applicable state requirements.
The OCC's rules effectively 'federalize' state-chartered subsidiaries by placing them under the
exclusive supervisory control of the OCC."95 Operating subsidiaries are created by state law, and
as creatures of that state law, those entities that receive benefits under state law should also bear
the responsibilities and liabilities that accompany those benefits.
SECTION IX: MORTGAGE BROKERS AND EXCLUSIVE AGENCY
The OTS and Exclusive Agency Challenge
The most significant current challenge to state regulation by the OTS is the controversy over
whether the OTS regulations preempt any attempted regulation by the states of individual
mortgage brokers who are "exclusive agents" of a federal thrift. The OTS issued an opinion on
October 25, 2004 to State Farm Bank, F.S.B. stating that its "exclusive agents" were not subject
to licensing by state authorities. The reach of this potential preemption extension is significant. If
exclusive agents do not have to be licensed, then of course, these originators would not be
subject to the same restrictions, statutory training requirements, and disclosure obligations
imposed upon other mortgage brokers and loan officers. Moreover, if the OTS has the exclusive
"visitorial powers" with respect to these originators, then even the Texas Attorney General might
be prohibited from investigating and enforcing violations of state consumer protection statutes.
On June 21, 2006, the United States District Court for Connecticut rendered summary judgment
that the OTS interpretation preempted the Connecticut statute requiring mortgage originators to
be licensed under state law.96 Therefore, State Farm agents are exempt from Connecticut
licensing laws.97 If upheld, this case has the effect of preempting the Texas Mortgage Broker
95

Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., The OCC's Preemption Rules Exceed the Agency's Authority and
Present a Serious Threat to the Dual Banking System and Consumer Protection, 23 Ann. Rev.
Banking & Fin. L. 225, 232 (2004). Mr. Wilmarth still maintains this position, as evidenced by
his subsequent publication: Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., Preemption - OCC v. Spitzer: An Erroneous
Application of Chevron That Should Be Reversed, BNA's Banking Report, Vol. 86, No. 8 (Feb.
20, 2006).
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License Act (Texas Finance Code, Chapter 156) as it may apply to any "exclusive agent" of a
federally-chartered thrift.
SECTION X: THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT AND IDENTITY THEFT
Generally, Texas can enact statutes that relate to the collection, distribution, or use of any
information on consumers, or for the prevention or mitigation of identity theft, to the extent that
those statutes are not inconsistent with any provision of the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act
("FCRA"). Nevertheless, the United States Congress has enacted certain provisions of the federal
FCRA that cannot be altered, affected, annulled, or changed by state law. These provisions are
set forth under the FCRA, 15 U.S.C. § 1681t.
The federal standard of preemption in this area is quite complex. The Fair and Accurate Credit
Transactions Act ("FACT Act") of 2003, which amended the FCRA, contains five classes of
preemption: (1) conflict preemption, (2) subject matter preemption related to specific sections as
amended in 1996, (3) subject matter preemption related to one identity theft provision and two
non-identity theft provisions, (4) disclosure-related preemption, and (5) conduct preemption.98
The subject matter preemption prevents states from enacting legally binding laws that address or
relate to subjects or topics that are governed by the preemption. As an example, this preemption
would annul any state law restricting, limiting, or addressing the information that is available to
identity theft victims.
The disclosure-related preemption prevents states from enacting legally binding laws that relate
to certain disclosures controlled by the preemption. As an example, a state cannot enact a statute
that addresses the summary of rights of identity theft victims.
The conduct preemption prevents states from enacting legally binding laws that relate to the
conduct of certain individuals, such as consumer reporting agencies and creditors. Under conduct
preemption, state laws that regulated certain conduct by individuals are preempted after the
federal law becomes effective. Therefore, a state could have enacted legally binding statutes until
the federal law became effective. A perfect example of conduct preemption is the federal
preemption pertaining to the truncation of credit card and debit card account numbers. As of
2005, state law pertaining to the truncation of credit card and debit card account numbers has
become federally preempted due to the FACT Act's amendments to the FCRA.
In addition to the basic rule of conflict preemption running throughout the FACT Act, the
particular items falling under subject matter, disclosure-related, and conduct preemption are
outlined below. State laws covering these items are now preempted by federal law under the
FCRA and the FACT Act's amendments.
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With respect to the federal FCRA, the subject matter preemption relates to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prescreening;
time requirements for a credit reporting agency to take action involving disputes and
reinvestigations;
duties of a person who takes any adverse action with respect to a consumer; information
contained in consumer reports (data relevance and obsolescence);
responsibilities of persons who furnish information to credit reporting agencies;
affiliate sharing of consumer information, including the use of information for
solicitations for marketing purposes;
information available for identity theft victims; and
risk-based pricing notice.

With respect to the federal FCRA, the disclosure-related preemption relates to:
•
•
•
•

summary of consumer rights to obtain and dispute information in consumer reports;
summary of rights of identity theft victims;
information available from businesses to identity theft victims; and
credit score disclosures by credit bureaus and mortgage lenders.

With respect to the federal FCRA, the conduct preemption relates to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

truncation of credit card and debit card numbers;
fraud alerts, extended alert, active duty alerts and their referral among consumer reporting
agencies;
tradeline and other report information blocking by consumer reporting agencies;
truncation of social security numbers by consumer reporting agencies;
annual free credit reports by nationwide consumer reporting agencies;
red flag guidelines for identity theft, prohibiting the sale or transfer of debt caused by
identity theft, and debt collector conduct upon notice of identity theft;
referral by nationwide consumer reporting agencies of file alerts, active duty alerts,
blocking and similar actions and annual summary reports to the FTC;
duties of furnishers upon notice of identity theft-related information; and
disposal of consumer information.

In light of the preempted items listed above, the states continue to have some authority to enact
laws in the area of identity theft. The following is a summary of the areas where states can
arguably still legislate in reference to identity theft, as outlined by a 2004 law review article by
Gail Hillebrand:
After FACTA, states retain significant authority to protect their residents in the
area of identity theft. States can still develop solutions in areas which are not
addressed by the federal Act. Examples of state laws which should not be
preempted include a security freeze, an obligation to take police reports, an
obligation to destroy records which contain sensitive personal information,
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restrictions on the use of Social Security numbers as personal identifiers and an
obligation to notify consumers of data security breaches. States also can still act in
areas such as medical privacy, insurance scoring, and most credit score issues.99
The Texas Legislature has enacted several laws relating to identity theft, including regulations in
the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

confidentiality of social security numbers;
credit reporting;
extension of credit to identity theft victims;
merchant or third party use of confidential information;
procedures for taking a police report;
procedures to dispute the accuracy of credit reports;
security freezes; and
truncating receipts.

Many of these provisions relating to identity theft are located within Chapter 20 of the Texas
Business and Commerce Code.
Despite the position of certainty taken by Ms. Hillebrand (quoted above), the areas of continued
state authority concerning identity theft is not well-defined. These provisions have not been
tested in court within the preemption framework. For example, in reference to security freezes,
Ms. Hillebrand believes that this is an area open to the states. However, the Federal Trade
Commission ("FTC") has merely recognized that some states have enacted regulations regarding
security freezes, but has not opined concerning the validity of security freezes in a preemption
context.
SECTION XI: LOAN FEES AND PENALTIES
Loan Fees
The authority to charge and assess various fees and rates on loans is a critical component of the
pricing and revenue structure for financial institutions. Naturally, the permission or prohibition
on the charging of certain fees is of vital importance to institutions located within a state.
Imbalance among state laws has created an environment where financial institutions seek to
locate in states with more liberal laws, or where institutions can use the exportation of interest
doctrine or preemption challenges to achieve the desired pricing structure.
The exportation doctrine operates under the principle that a bank located in one state is permitted
to use the laws of its home state and export interest rates to borrowers located in other states. In
other words, a bank located in South Dakota may make loans to borrowers in Texas, or any other
state, using the interest rates and fee authority found in South Dakota law, without regard to the
provisions of Texas law regulating the same subject. The exportation authority hinges on the
99

Id. at 90.
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definition of interest as found in federal law and regulation. Interest as used in 12 U.S.C. § 85
and 12 C.F.R. § 7.4001 currently means numerical periodic rates, non-sufficient funds (NSF)
fees on payments, annual fees, late charges, overlimit fees, cash advance fees, membership fees,
prepayment fees, fee for early closure of credit line, account opening fee, fee for exercising a
fixed rate option, and a returned item fee for instruments drawn on the credit line charged before
the account is terminated. Clearly, the "federal" definition of interest is very broad and is
liberally applied. The result of this broad definition and liberal application permits federallychartered financial institutions to export an expansive range of fees and interest rates from one
state to the citizens of another state. Disparity among states' laws sets up the sophisticated
"checkers match" where an institution operating in multiple states may jump over certain host
state laws by following a few conditions. The crowning effect is that the institution may assess a
wider range of fees and charges to consumers in the host state than the host state laws actually
allow.
The House Financial Institutions Committee studied the disparate effects of federal law and
competing state laws during the 79th Legislative session. The committee formulated HB 955 to
address some of the concerns raised about competitive equality while maintaining appropriate
consumer protections. Texas law already contains freedom to assess fees and charges on
commercial loans or other consumer loans under the general usury provisions with due regard for
the maximum amount of interest authorized. For consumer loans, however, the committee found
that additional flexibility was necessary. In particular, HB 955 contained a key section, codified
in Texas Finance Code, § 303.017, that was specifically tailored for depository institutions and
the authority to assess certain fees. The new section provides enhanced flexibility for depository
institutions to assess reasonable and necessary fees on consumer loans. For consumer loans that
are written under the alternative rate structure of Chapter 303 (current maximum annual rate of
18%) rather than the elevated rate structure of Chapter 342 (maximum annual rate of up to 32%
under Subchapter E; maximum annual rate of up to 240% under Subchapter F), a depository
institution may charge all reasonable and necessary fees associated with the loan, whether or not
those fees are paid to third parties. The depository institution is still bound by the maximum rate
limits of Chapter 303 and consideration for those rates factors into the authority to assess
additional fees and charges.
While concerns may still be raised regarding the disparity between Texas law and the laws of
other states, HB 955 significantly counterbalanced the maligned disparity. Given the relative
recent nature of this authority, it seems prudent to monitor its use and application to determine if
it satisfies its desired objective.
Usury Penalties
The matter of usury penalties is a troubled area for Texas financial institutions. Within the
preemption framework, concerns have been raised that Texas creditors who commit a violation
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of Texas usury law may be subject to a different penalty standard than federally-insured financial
institutions that commit the same violation.100
A summary of the basic usury penalties under the Texas Finance Code follows. For a Title 4,
Subtitle A loan, if a usury violation occurs, the penalty is outlined by Chapter 305. Texas
Finance Code, § 305.001 provides that the basic usury penalty is three times the usurious interest
contracted for or received. However, if a consumer loan is involved and more than twice
the amount of allowable interest is charged and received, an additional penalty is assessed
under § 305.002 that is equal to all principal and interest charged and received. Chapter 349
outlines the usury penalties for Title 4, Subtitle B loans. Texas Finance Code, § 349.001 states
that the basic usury penalty is twice all interest contracted for, charged or received; but if more
than double the allowable interest is contracted for, charged or received on a consumer loan, an
additional penalty equal to principal and interest is assessed to the violator under § 349.002.
Federal law prescribes a usury penalty in the National Bank Act, 12 U.S.C. § 86. Federal law
requires the institution to waive all interest and to pay a penalty of twice the interest actually
paid.101 The conflict between the Texas usury penalties and the federal usury penalty has resulted
in some federally-insured financial institutions in Texas being "subject to exclusive federal
penalties that are more or less severe than state penalties for the identical violation depending on
the nature and amount of the violation."102
The following chart entitled, "State vs. Federal Usury Penalties," provides a graphic summary of
Texas and federal usury penalties.

100

Jeff Dunn, Usury Penalties for Federally Insured Financial Institutions: Interplay with
Texas Usury Law, p. 1 (January 13, 2006).
101

National Bank Act, 12 U.S.C. § 86.

102

Dunn at 3.
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STATE VS. FEDERAL USURY PENALTIES
Type of Loan
Consumer Loan, Subtitle A
• interest of 10% or less
• primarily for personal,
family, or household
use
• includes mortgage loans
• depository institutions
may engage in loans
that
provide
for
interest up to 18%

Texas state law penalty
Federal law penalty
Waive all interest.
The greater of:
(a) 300% of interest contracted
200% of interest actually paid.
for, charged, or received; or
(b) $2000 or 20% of principal
whichever is less.

If more than twice the lawful
amount of interest is charged
and received, an additional
penalty of principal and the
interest charged and received
is provided.
Consumer Loan, Subtitle B
300% of interest contracted Waive all interest.
• interest of greater than for, charged, or received.
200% of interest actually paid.
10%
• primarily for personal, If more than twice the lawful
of
interest
is
family, or household amount
contracted for, charged or
use
• includes
secondary received, an additional penalty
of principal and the interest is
mortgage loans
provided.
Commercial Loan, Subtitle A 300% of the excess interest Waive all interest.
• primarily for business, contracted for or received.
200% of interest actually paid.
commercial, investment,
agricultural, or similar
purposes
In order to address the potential inequities resulting from disparate penalties applying to the same
violation just because of the lender type, the Texas Legislature has attempted to balance the
interests of both creditors and obligors by providing for notice and the opportunity to cure
violations, as outlined in Texas Finance Code, Chapters 305 and 349.
For a loan that is subject to Texas Finance Code, Title 4, Subtitle A, an obligor who wishes to
pursue an action for usury must give the creditor pre-suit notice, as well as an opportunity to
cure, before filing suit for usury penalties under Chapter 305. The Chapter 305 penalty
provisions do not allow for any late cures. Chapter 349 (Subtitle B loans) does allow for late
cures. However, any cure provided after the 60-day time period will not be given the same
benefit as a timely cure.103 Under Chapter 349, the cure forwarded after the expiration of the 60day time period will only be able to reduce the statutory damages.
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The contents of the pre-suit or cure notice must meet several requirements, as outlined by Texas
Finance Code, §§ 305.103, 349.201, and 349.202. All cure notices must be in writing, as oral
notices have no effect.104 Valid cure notices must also notify the obligor of the violation being
cured.105 In order to properly cure a violation, that violation must be corrected in an appropriate
manner. For example, if required disclosures were not provided or required duties were not
performed by the creditor, then the neglected disclosures must be given or the failed duties must
be performed.106 Concerning excess interest, the curing creditor must refund the excess to the
obligor, or the obligor's principal balance should be credited along with interest.107
These notice and cure provisions in many respects offer greater protection to creditors and bank
lenders than a federal law penalty scheme would provide. The Texas Legislature has carefully
considered and crafted an approach that metes out punishment for violations while seeking to
establish a fair system that allows for notice and cure of many violations. Setting aside this
carefully-crafted system in favor of adopting the federal penalty system for federal financial
institutions only creates a different yet still uneven playing field for state institutions.
SECTION XII: ITEMS FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION
The efforts of the 79th Texas Legislature in the passage of HB 955 were directed at balancing
interests in light of preemption concerns. Those efforts successfully identified and addressed
several provisions of law that were related to issues of disparate impact as compared to other
states or due to preemption. Because of the positive effects of HB 955, the complexity of
preemption challenges of state law, the lack of wide agreement on provisions of the Texas
Finance Code that are preempted, and the need to preserve and maintain important consumer
protections, identifying provisions to further the efforts at modernizing the Finance Code has
proven to be challenging, to say the least.
After review and consideration of the prior legislative action and the current status of Texas law
governing financial institutions, the Finance Commission of Texas and the Credit Union
Commission of Texas have identified the following sections of law as being ripe for further
study and consideration by the Texas Legislature:
Texas Property Code, § 73.003 (unclaimed property provision) prohibits the imposition of fees
on an inactive account, in contravention of 12 C.F.R. § 7.4007(b)(2)(i). While the state may step
into the shoes of the "lost" deposit customer, it cannot unilaterally alter the terms of the
customer's deposit contract by prohibiting contracted fees.108

104
105
106
107
108

See TEX. FIN. CODE, §§ 305.103, 349.201, and 349.202.
See id.
See id.
See id.
See Anderson Nat'l Bank v. Luckett, 321 U.S. 233 (1944).
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Texas Business and Commerce Code, § 4.112 prohibits a bank from charging a fee to cash a
check drawn on that bank. This statute was specifically preempted in litigation.109
Texas Business and Commerce Code, § 4.406(b) requires a bank that does not return items in a
statement to provide at least two items per statement cycle at no charge, which is effectively a
prohibition on a deposit account fee in contravention of 12 C.F.R. § 7.4002(a).
Texas Business and Commerce Code, § 26.02(g) requires a financial institution to post a notice
to all customers that certain loan agreements must be in writing. This requirement contravenes
12 C.F.R. § 7.4009(c)(2)(viii).
Texas Finance Code, § 34.203 explicitly binds state banks to the provisions of Finance Code,
Title 4, without regard to whether any specific provision can be applied to a national bank.
Texas Finance Code, § 123.003 could be amended as set forth in Exhibit H to allow the Texas
Credit Union Department Commissioner to approve an activity by a state credit union claimed to
be permissible for federal or out-of-state credit unions through parity.
Texas Finance Code, Chapters 305 and 349 provide state penalties for usury while federal law
(12 U.S.C. § 86) has different standards, as discussed supra under "Usury Penalties."
Texas Business and Commerce Code, § 35.61 states that businesses are not allowed to print more
than the last four (4) digits of a consumer's credit card or debit card number on receipts
evidencing those transactions. However, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1681c(g)
requires a lesser standard, permitting the printing of the last five (5) digits on such receipts.
The above listed sections of law merely identify the specific legal provisions that appear to be
preempted by federal action. This report does not make a recommendation as to the action that
the Texas Legislature should take regarding these provisions. In some cases, the legislature may
choose to simply repeal the section. In others, the legislature may choose to retain the specific
provision because it provides sound public policy and may later be reinvigorated through federal
administrative action or litigation, similar to the prepayment penalties issue discussed supra
under "What Types of Preemption Are Prevalent in Financial Services?".
In addition, the U.S. Supreme Court has recently granted certiorari in the Wachovia Bank, N.A. v.
Watters case, as cited and discussed supra in Section X, "Operating Subsidiaries." The Court's
ruling could significantly change the law concerning preemption and operating subsidiaries. As a
result, it would be premature to suggest a direction in this area. Clearly, the State of Texas will
closely monitor the progression of the Supreme Court's hearing of the Watters case.
The Credit Union Commission and the Finance Commission appreciate this opportunity to report
to the Texas Legislature on preemption issues impacting the regulation and delivery of financial
services in Texas. The commissions stand ready to respond to additional requests for information
as required.
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James, 321 F.3d 488; see also 12 C.F.R. § 7.4002(a).
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Exhibit A
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Exhibit A (continued)
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Exhibit B
COMPARISON OF THE OCC'S PREEMPTION RULES
WITH THE OTS'S AND NCUA'S CURRENT RULES
JANUARY 7, 2004
Types of State Laws Generally
Preempted
Abandoned and dormant
accounts
(deposit-taking)
Aggregate amount of funds that
may be lent on the security of
real estate
Checking/share accounts
(deposit-taking)
Covenants and restrictions
necessary to qualify a leasehold
as security property for a real
estate loan
Access to, and use of, credit
reports
Terms of credit
Creditor's ability to require or
obtain insurance of collateral or
other risk mitigants/credit
enhancements
Due-on-sale clauses
Escrow, impound, and similar
accounts
Funds availability
(deposit-taking)
Interest rates
Fees
Licensing, registration, filings
and reports
Loan-to-value ratios
Mandated statements and
disclosure requirements
Mortgage origination,
processing and servicing
Disbursements and repayments
Savings account orders of
withdrawal
(deposit-taking)
Security property, including
leaseholds
Special purpose saving services
(deposit-taking)
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OCC Rules

OTS Rules

NCUA Rules

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦
♦

♦
♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦
♦

♦

♦
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Exhibit C
Similarly, the OCC offered a chart of the types of laws it was not preempting, comparing its
approach with that of OTS and NCUA:
Types of State Laws
Generally NOT Preempted
Contracts
Commercial
Torts
Criminal law
Homestead laws specified by
Federal statute
Debt collection
Acquisition and transfer of
real property
Taxation
Zoning
Collections costs and
attorneys' fees
Plain language requirements
Default conditions
Insurance
Incidental effect only
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OCC Rules

OTS Rules

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

♦

NCUA Rules

♦
♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
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Exhibit D
STATE BANK PARITY WITH FEDERAL BANKS
All 50 states and the District of Columbia have parity statutes, listed below. Most
statutes provide that the state regulatory authority must determine parity applies
and approve a state bank's exercise of a right or power under parity by (1)
declining to object after receiving notice from the state bank; or (2) issuing an
authorizing order, rule or regulation.
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
DC
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

Constitutional or Statutory Provision
Ala. Code 1975 § 5-5A-18.1
AS 06.01.020
A.R.S. § 6-184(A)(2)
A.C.A. § 23-47-101(c)
West's Ann.Cal.Fin.Code § 753
C.R.S.A. § 11-105-304
C.G.S.A. § 36a-250
5 Del.C. § 761(a)(17)
DC ST § 26-1401.08
West's F.S.A. § 655.061
Ga. Code Ann., § 7-1-61
HRS § 412:5-201
I.C. § 26-1101
205 ILCS 5/5 (11)
IC 28-1-11-3.2
I.C.A. § 524.802
K.S.A. § 9-1715
KRS § 287.020 and § 287.102
LSA-R.S. 6:242
9-B M.R.S.A. § 416
MD Code, Financial Institutions, § 5-504
M.G.L.A. § 167F § 2
M.C.L.A. 487.12204 and 487.14101
M.S.A. § 48.61
Miss. Code Ann. § 81-5-1
V.A.M.S. 362.105 and 362.106
MCA 32-1-362
Neb.Rev.St. § 8-1,140
N.R.S. 662.015
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Exhibit D - STATE BANK PARITY WITH FEDERAL BANKS (continued)
New Hampshire N.H. Rev.Stat. § 394-A:7
New Jersey
N.J.S.A. 17:9A-24b.1
New Mexico
N.M.S.A. 1978, § 58-1-54
New York
McKinney's Banking Law § 14-g
North Carolina N.C.G.S.A. § 54C-121 and § 54C-145
North Dakota
NDCC, 6-03-38
Ohio
R.C. § 1121.05
Oklahoma
6 Okl.St.Ann. § 402
Oregon
O.R.S. § 706.795 and § 708A.010
Pennsylvania
7 P.S. § 201
Rhode Island
RI ST § 19-3-1
South Carolina Code 1976 § 34-1-110
South Dakota
SDCL § 51A-2-14.1
Tennessee
T.C.A. § 45.2-601
Texas
TX CONST Art.16, § 16(c); TX FIN §§ 32.009, 32.010, 31.003
Utah
U.C.A. 1953 § 7-1-301
Vermont
8 V.S.A. § 14106
Virginia
Va. Code Ann. § 6.1-5.1 and § 6.1-58.1
Washington
West's RCWA 30.04.215
West Virginia
W. Va. Code § 31A-3-2 and § 31A-8C-1
Wisconsin
W.S.A. 220.04 and 221.0322
Wyoming
W.S. 1977 § 13-2-101
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Exhibit E
TEXAS FINANCE CODE
§ 32.009. PARITY BETWEEN STATE AND NATIONAL BANKS.
(a) Section 16(a), Article XVI, Texas Constitution, empowers the legislature to authorize the
incorporation of state banks and provide for a system of state regulation and control of state
banks that will adequately protect and secure depositors and creditors. Section 16(c), Article
XVI, Texas Constitution, grants to state banks created by virtue of the power vested in the
legislature by Section 16(a) of that article the same rights and privileges that are or may be
granted to national banks domiciled in this state. The legislature finds that Section 16(c) of that
article does not restrict the legislature's power to provide a system of state regulation under
Section 16(a) of that article that differs from the regulatory scheme imposed on national banks
under federal law or prevent the finance commission, acting under authority granted by the
legislature for the purpose of implementing this subtitle, from adopting rules that differ from
federal statutes and regulations or that reasonably regulate the method or manner by which a
state bank exercises its rights and privileges if the rules are adopted after due consideration of the
factors listed in Section 31.003(b). The legislature further finds that Section 16(c), Article XVI,
Texas Constitution, does not limit any rights or powers specifically given to state banks by the
laws of this state.
(b) A state bank that intends to exercise a right or privilege granted to national banks that is
not authorized for state banks under the statutes and rules of this state shall submit a letter to the
banking commissioner describing in detail the activity in which the bank intends to engage and
the specific authority of a national bank to engage in that activity. The bank shall attach copies, if
available, of relevant federal law, regulations, and interpretive letters. The bank may begin to
perform the proposed activity after the 30th day after the date the banking commissioner receives
the bank's letter unless the banking commissioner specifies an earlier or later date or prohibits the
activity. The banking commissioner may prohibit the bank from performing the activity only if
the banking commissioner finds that:
(1) a national bank domiciled in this state does not possess the specific right or privilege
to perform the activity the bank seeks to perform; or
(2) the performance of the activity by the bank would adversely affect the safety and
soundness of the bank.
(c) The banking commissioner may extend the 30-day period under Subsection (b) if the
banking commissioner determines that the bank's letter raises issues requiring additional
information or additional time for analysis. If the 30-day period is extended, the bank may
perform the proposed activity only on prior written approval by the banking commissioner,
except that the banking commissioner must approve or prohibit the proposed activity or convene
a hearing under Section 31.201 not later than the 60th day after the date the banking
commissioner receives the bank's letter. If a hearing is convened, the banking commissioner
must approve or prohibit the proposed activity not later than the 30th day after the date the
hearing is completed.
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Exhibit E - § 32.009 (continued)
(d) A state bank that is denied the requested right or privilege to engage in an activity by the
banking commissioner under this section may appeal as provided by Sections 31.202, 31.203,
and 31.204 or may resubmit a letter under this subsection with additional information or
authority relevant to the banking commissioner's determination. A denial is immediately final for
purposes of appeal.
(e) To effectuate the Texas Constitution, the finance commission may adopt rules
implementing the method or manner in which a state bank exercises specific rights and privileges
granted under Section 16(c), Article XVI, Texas Constitution, including rules regarding the
exercise of rights and privileges that would be prohibited to state banks but for Section 16(c) of
that article. The finance commission may not adopt rules under this subsection unless it
considers the factors listed in Section 31.003(b) and finds that:
(1) national banks domiciled in this state possess the rights or privileges to perform
activities the rule would permit state banks to perform; and
(2) the rules contain adequate safeguards and controls, consistent with safety and
soundness, to address the concern of the legislature evidenced by the state law the rules would
impact.
(f) The exercise of rights and privileges by a state bank in compliance with and in the
manner authorized by this section is not a violation of any statute of this state.
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Exhibit F
TEXAS FINANCE CODE
§ 32.010. ADDITIONAL POWERS.
(a) Notwithstanding another law, a Texas state bank may perform an act, own property, or
offer a product or service that is at the time permissible within the United States for a depository
institution organized under federal law or the law of this state or another state, if the banking
commissioner approves the exercise of the power as provided by this section, subject to the same
limitations and restrictions applicable to the other depository institution by pertinent law, except
to the extent the limitations and restrictions are modified by rules adopted under Subsection (e).
This section may not be used by a Texas state bank to alter or negate the application of the laws
of this state with respect to:
(1) establishment and maintenance of a branch in this state or another state or country;
(2) permissible interest rates and loan fees chargeable in this state;
(3) fiduciary duties owed to a client or customer by the bank in its capacity as fiduciary
in this state;
(4) consumer protection laws applicable to transactions in this state; or
(5) licensing and regulatory requirements administered by a functional regulatory agency
in this state, as defined by Section 31.303, including licensing and regulatory requirements
pertaining to:
(A) insurance activities;
(B) securities activities; and
(C) real estate development, marketing, and sales activities.
(b) A state bank that intends to exercise a power, directly or through a subsidiary, granted by
Subsection (a) that is not otherwise authorized for state banks under the statutes of this state shall
submit a letter to the banking commissioner describing in detail the power that the bank proposes
to exercise and the specific authority of another depository institution to exercise the power. The
bank shall attach copies, if available, of relevant law, regulations, and interpretive letters. The
bank may begin to exercise the proposed power after the 30th day after the date the banking
commissioner receives the bank's letter unless the banking commissioner specifies an earlier or
later date or prohibits the activity. The banking commissioner may prohibit the bank from
exercising the power only if the banking commissioner finds that:
(1) specific authority does not exist for another depository institution to exercise the
proposed power;
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Exhibit F - § 32.010 (continued)
(2) if the state bank is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the state
bank is prohibited from exercising the power pursuant to Section 24, Federal Deposit Insurance
Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1831a), and related regulations; or
(3) the exercise of the power by the bank would adversely affect the safety and soundness
of the bank.
(c) The banking commissioner may extend the 30-day period under Subsection (b) if the
banking commissioner determines that the bank's letter raises issues requiring additional
information or additional time for analysis. If the 30-day period is extended, the bank may
exercise the proposed power only on prior written approval by the banking commissioner, except
that the banking commissioner must approve or prohibit the proposed power or convene a
hearing under Section 31.201 not later than the 60th day after the date the banking commissioner
receives the bank's letter. If a hearing is convened, the banking commissioner must approve or
prohibit the proposed power not later than the 30th day after the date the hearing is completed.
(d) A state bank that is denied the requested power by the banking commissioner under this
section may appeal as provided by Sections 31.202, 31.203, and 31.204 or may resubmit a letter
under this section with additional information or authority relevant to the banking
commissioner's determination. A denial is immediately final for purposes of appeal.
(e) To effectuate this section, the finance commission may adopt rules implementing the
method or manner in which a state bank exercises specific powers granted under this section,
including rules regarding the exercise of a power that would be prohibited to state banks under
state law but for this section. The finance commission may not adopt rules under this subsection
unless it considers the factors listed in Section 31.003(b) and finds that:
(1) the conditions for prohibition by the banking commissioner under Subsection (b) do
not exist; and
(2) if the rights and privileges would be prohibited to state banks under other state law,
the rules contain adequate safeguards and controls, consistent with safety and soundness, to
address the concern of the legislature evidenced by the state law the rules would affect.
(f) The exercise of a power by a state bank in compliance with and in the manner authorized
by this section is not a violation of any statute of this state.
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Exhibit G
TEXAS FINANCE CODE
§ 93.008. POWERS RELATIVE TO OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.
(a) Subject to limitations prescribed by rule of the finance commission, a savings bank may
make a loan or investment or engage in an activity permitted:
(1) under state law for a bank or savings and loan association; or
(2) under federal law for a federal savings and loan association, savings bank, or national
bank if the financial institution's principal office is located in this state.
(b) Notwithstanding any other law, a savings bank organized and chartered under this
chapter may perform an act, own property, or offer a product or service that is at the time
permissible within the United States for a depository institution organized under federal law or
the law of this state or another state if the commissioner approves the exercise of the power as
provided by this section, subject to the same limitations and restrictions applicable to the other
depository institution by pertinent law, except to the extent the limitations and restrictions are
modified by rules adopted under Subsection (e). This section may not be used to alter or negate
the application of the laws of this state with respect to:
(1) establishment and maintenance of a branch in this state or another state or country;
(2) permissible interest rates and loan fees chargeable in this state;
(3) fiduciary duties owed to a client or customer by the bank in its capacity as fiduciary
in this state;
(4) consumer protection laws applicable to transactions in this state; or
(5) compliance with the qualified thrift assets test contained in Section 92.204.
(c) A savings bank that intends to exercise a power, directly or through a subsidiary, granted
by Subsection (b) that is not otherwise authorized for savings banks under the statutes of this
state shall submit a letter to the commissioner describing in detail the power that the savings
bank proposes to exercise and the specific authority of another depository institution to exercise
the power. The savings bank shall attach copies, if available, of relevant law, regulations, and
interpretive letters. The commissioner may deny the bank from exercising the power if the
commissioner finds that:
(1) specific authority does not exist for another depository institution to exercise the
proposed power;
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Exhibit G - § 93.008 (continued)
(2) if the savings bank is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
savings bank is prohibited from exercising the power under Section 24, Federal Deposit
Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. Section 1831a), and related regulations;
(3) the exercise of the power by the bank would adversely affect the safety and soundness
of the bank; or
(4) at the time the application is made, the savings bank is not well capitalized and well
managed.
(d) A savings bank that is denied the requested power by the commissioner under this section
may appeal. The notice of appeal must be in writing and must be received by the commissioner
not later than the 30th day after the date of the denial. An appeal under this section is a contested
case under Chapter 2001, Government Code.
(e) To effectuate this section, the finance commission may adopt rules implementing the
method or manner in which a savings bank exercises specific powers granted under this section,
including rules regarding the exercise of a power that would be prohibited to savings banks
under state law but for this section.
(f) The exercise of a power by a savings bank in compliance with and in the manner
authorized by this section is not a violation of any statute of this state.
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Exhibit H
TEXAS FINANCE CODE
§ 123.003. ENLARGEMENT OF POWERS.
(suggested amendments)
(a) Notwithstanding any other law and subject to Subsection (b), a [A] credit union may
engage in any activity [in which it could engage], exercise any power [it could exercise], or make
any loan or investment permissible for a credit union organized under federal law or the law of
another state [it could make, if it were operating as a federal credit union].
(1) A credit union that intends to engage in an activity, exercise a power or make a loan
or investment authorized under Subsection (a) shall submit written notice to the commissioner
describing the activity, power, loan, or investment and the specific federal or state authority upon
which the credit union is relying. The credit union may proceed as described in its notice upon
the expiration of 30 days following submission, unless the commissioner extends the time period
in accordance with this Subsection, or prohibits the activity, power, loan or investment.
(2) The commissioner may prohibit the credit union from proceeding as described in its
notice only if the commissioner finds that:
(A) specific authority does not exist; or
(B) the engagement, exercise, or making would adversely affect the safety and
soundness of the credit union.
(3) The commissioner may extend the 30-day period if the commissioner reasonably
determines that the credit union's notice raises issues requiring additional information or
additional time for analysis. If the 30-day period is extended, the credit union may not proceed
without the commissioner's prior written approval, but in any event, the commissioner must
either issue an approval or prohibition letter not later than the 60th day after submission of the
notice.
(b) The commission may adopt rules relating to the exercise of powers or authorities granted
under this Section [Notwithstanding any other law, and in addition to the powers and authorities
conferred under Subsection (a), a credit union has the powers of authorities of a foreign credit
union operating a branch in this state if the commissioner finds that exercise of those powers or
authorities is convenient for and affords an advantage to the credit union's members and
maintains the fairness of competition and parity between the credit union and any foreign credit
union. A credit union does not have the field of membership powers or authorities of a foreign
credit union operating a branch in this state].
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Exhibit I
NOTEWORTHY ITEMS FROM
"FEDERAL PREEMPTION IN THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ARENA"
TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
APRIL 19-21, 2006
1. Keith R. Fisher, Towards a Basal Tenth Amendment: A Riposte to National Bank Preemption
of State Consumer Protection Laws, 29 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol'y 981 (2006) (also Presented at
"Federal Preemption in the Financial Institutions Arena" Conference, Texas Tech University
School of Law, April 19-21, 2006). The Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides:
"The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the States respectfully, or to the people." In his article, Professor Fisher
suggests that the Tenth Amendment may be used to challenge the OCC's preemption rules for
national banks. Because the National Bank Act does not constitute field preemption, Professor
Fisher argues that a governmental agency cannot by regulation preempt state law. Comment:
Professor Fisher has been hired to write an amicus brief to the U.S. Supreme Court in the
Wachovia Bank, N.A. v. Watters case (431 F.3d 556 (6th Cir. 2005), cert. granted, 2006 U.S.
LEXIS 4690 (U.S. June 19, 2006) (No. 05-1342)), in which the circuit court declared that
Michigan's law requiring licensure of mortgage originators may not be applied to an operating
subsidiary of national banks.
2. Stacy Anderson, Can States Tax National Banks to Protect Consumers from Predatory
Lending?: An Analysis of Preemption and Dormant Commerce Clause Limits on the Delegated
Taxing Power, Presented at "Federal Preemption in the Financial Institutions Arena" Conference,
Texas Tech University School of Law, April 19-21, 2006. The paper discusses a California
legislative proposal (the Consumer Protection and Anti-Interest Rate Manipulation Act, A.B.
1375, introduced in February 2005). Under 12 U.S.C. § 548, Congress has expressly provided
that with respect to tax laws, national banks shall be treated as state banks organized under the
laws of the state in which the bank has its principal office. Because of this express statute and
because taxation is an area exempted from the reach of the OCC's preemption regulation, the bill
attempts to impose a 2.5% surcharge on net income on banks and financial companies who have
credit card agreements containing terms deemed inequitable to consumers as specified in the bill.
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